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validation and verification is expected to result.
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Abstract

This research study sought to find methods by which
test cases for a compiler could be generated auto-
matically. It based its investi gation upon the use
of SEMANOL, a formal tiotation for programming language
specification , as the means by which the syntax and
semantics of the language (for which compiler test
cases are to be generated) are described . A SEMANOL
specification is the assumed primary input to this
automated process.

This research established a design framework in which
impl ementation , incremental improvement , end exper-
imentation can be conducted . Two programs, an Ana lyzer
and Synthesizer, were designed at a high level of ab-
straction, and a variety of heuristic options were for-
mulated and evaluated. The net result is that a basis
for prototype implementation of a usefully automated
compiler test case generation system was developed ;
this design basis forms the body of this report.
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EVAL UATI ON

The effort entitled “Automated Compiler Test Case Generation ” was under-
taken because the increased use of high-order programing languages for
computer programing within the Air Force has resulted in concern for the
accuracy and reliability of processing with such languages. Of particular
concern is the compliance of the compiler , the software tool which translates
programs written in a HOL into machine language , with the specification of
the HOL it is intended to process. The failure of compilers to properly
process HOLs has an adverse and possibly disastrous effect upon the develop-
ment and maintenance of Air Force weapons systems software, as this software
may not produce the expected results upon execution as a consequence.

Software packages for compiler validation currently exist and have been
implemented for such high-order languages as FORTRAN , COBOL , JOVIAL (J3),
and JOVIAL (J73/I). These validation systems consist of a series of modules
or programs to successively test the various features of the language under
consideration , and certain combinations of these features. They have
achieved significant results in the testing of operational compilers within
the Air Force. However, they suffer from the drawbacks of being tedious and
time-consumi ng to write and execute , error-prone, and not completely effective.

This effort was undertaken under TPO 5, C3 Availability , and TRW Space
and Defense Systems Group has employed the RADC developed SEMANOL tool , which
exactly and completely specifies any high-order language as a base from which
to develop a method for the automation of compiler test case generation .
This production of test programs is a two-step process. First , the Analyzer
uses the SEMANOL specification of the given language to generate a system of
constraints which the compiler test programs must satisfy . The Synthesizer
then applies these constraints to a tree-building process , testing at each
mode for satisfaction of the constraints and only continuing along paths for
which they are satisfied , to generate the test cases themselves.

Although a considerable degree of human intervention is still required
to develop the eompiler test programs , it is expected that this concept can
be implemented to some extent in operational situations , to expedite the
process of compiler validation . This effort can thus be viewed as a first
step toward total automation of the process of generating more effective
compiler test programs .

t- 
~~~
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1. INTRODUCTION

The acceptance and field Installation of compilers that perform unsatis-
‘5 factorily is distressingly commonplace. Because compilers are fundamental to

the devel opment of most software, the effec ts of attempting to use a poor
compiler are widely distributed and especially damaging. Unrealized , and thus
undocumented, errors are detected only when people attempt to use the compiler
in production program development. Finding errors in this way is a difficult
and frustrating experience for the compiler user; it makes peop le angry and
often lessens personal motivation. It also causes project delays because of
wasted time in finding and working around such errors, and may even cause
major delays if the errors are such that program redesign is required to
overcome the compiler deficiency. The difficulties of attempting to work
with a poor compiler can hardly be overstated.

It is the role of testing to determine how wel l a compiler implementation
actually does what its specifications say it should do. The quality of a
compiler can thereby be known prior to its acceptance and installation .
Asser tion prov ing techniques seek to accomplish a sim i lar goal , and to do
so in a more comprehens ive manner , but have not yet advanced to the point
that they can adequately deal wi th compiler programs. And even if proof

techniques could deal with compilers , proof techniques deal with the source
l anguage text of the compiler and so must assume (1) that the source text
of the compiler is itsel f translated to machine code correctly and (2) that
the host computer and operating system work in a given way. Testing rests
on no suc h intermed iate assumptions , as it deals with the compiler and its
generated code just as the user actually sees it. Testing thus complements
assertion proving techniques by providing assurance that the actual executing

form of the compiler , its host machine , and supporting system software perform
as was assumed in the proof process. Since tes ting empiricall y measures the
end—product results of compilation , it is a mandatory element in any prudent

method of compiler evaluation and will remain so in the future. The matter

of compiler testing thus warrants great attention .

1
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Unfortunately, existing test procedures for compilers have not been as
good as one would want because the test programs used are so often inadequate .
Even the Jovial Compiler Validation System (JCVS), a superior exampl e of a
test set, is uneven and far from complete in Its coverage. The problems
with current test set construction methods are that they are:

1. Not systematic. That is , there is no formal method of cons truction
which is applied. The tests reflect an ad hoc analysis of the
language , the test designer ’s experience wi th other compilers (often
in other circumstances), individual energy and insight , etc. Even
two competent organizations , given the assignment of imp lementing
a test set for a given compiler, would be expected to del iver some-
what different products.

2. Not designed with reference to neasuresof test effectiveness. This
is hardly surpris ing si nce generally accepted measures of compi ler
testing effectiveness do not exist. However, the lack of measura ble ,
clearly defined , objectives means that test construction is conducted
in a fuzzy manner without guidance as to what should be tested nor
how thorough tests should be.

3. Prepared manually. Very little automated test generation is done at
present, although syntax checking test cases can be produced by
computer ((Hanfordlg7O]). Manual test generation compounds the
problems already cited by introducing the unevenness of individual
performance. Tes t cas es are like ot her programs , so must be carefully
prepared from test specifications. The resulting output quality
becomes highly dependent upon the test case Imp lementor. Since test

• construction is not generally held in high regard by practicing
programmers, it is difficult to have this type o~f work done well.

4. Expensive . As prograriming is an expensive service , manual test
case construction is often not done thoroughly because of the high

cost that would be Involved In attempting to do so.

2
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This brief discussion suggests the extreme difficulty which now faces
anyone who would produce a test set capable of adequately testing a compiler.

‘5 While a l engthy period of repeated test set improvement can lead to the
development of a comprehensive testing procedure , such test improvement is
difficult and costly work that is seldom done .

Automation of the test generation process , if feasible , offered the
promise of easing the problems cited and so of leading to better testing
methods. Thus this project was undertaken as a research study seeking to
find algorithms useful for the automatic generation of programs that would
constitute an effective test of compilers for a given programing language.
While it was never expected that a totally automated test generation procedure
could be found , it was believed that enough would be learned so that a
promising design approach could be developed for a usefully automated system.
TRW ’s SEMANOL system of formal semantic description was accepted as the basis
upon which to develop an automatic test generation system. A SEMANOL
specification can be read and “understood” by a computer program ; thus it was
bel ieved that a computer program might be written to generate semantically
significant test cases from this formal specification. It was recognized
that changes to the SEMANOL metalanguage , its implementing Interpreter program ,
and conventions in its use might be required to support test case generation .
It was further intended that test effectiveness measures based on SEMANOL
specification coverage be developed , and that methods of recording effective-
ness would be designed for later inclusion in the Interpreter. The results
of this study were to be reported upon in a Final Technical Report , as has been
done here, and in an oral presentation at Rome Air Development Center.

TRW conducted this project in a straightforward manner. The technical
literature was widely and carefully read , as shown by the substantial

bibliography that is part of this report. Although the specific problem
under study here has not been considered in the past, a good deal of research
in Artificial Intelligence (Al ) has some application ; this was especially
true of work in automatic programming and test data-set generation , but it
was also true of other research in problem solving methodolgy and search3
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techniques. A series of formal SEMANOL specifications of sample languages ,
largely extracted from Minimal BASIC , was developed for use in (1) manually
testing possibl e algorithms and (2) deriving insights into how search limiting

‘5 heuristics might be developed . This use of concrete specifications helped
keep the researc h from becoming mired down through focus ing upon an over ly
generalized problem . As with so many other A ! problems , this research has
largely dealt with seeking ways in which search methods can be made computation-
ally reasonable. We believe we have been somewhat successful in this regard .

Test effectiveness measures received limited attention since (1) the measures
proposed for conventional application programs also appear appropriate for
SEMANOL metaprograms and (2) the problems of automated test case generation

relative to even a simple test effectiveness measure could not be fully
solved . The impl ementation of measurement techniques was investigated and
the design of Interpreter changes to support measurement was performed;
implementation should not be a problem.

The oral presentation given at RADC met its purpose by explaining the

test generation problem and describing how the methods developed in this
project might lead to a partly automated system. We bel ieve the major

contribution made in this research has been to develop a framework i,i which

implementat ion can reasona bly be done , and in which support of a continuing
process of refinement can be conducted.

The remainder of this report oescriu~s tne general design that ~as
developed in performance of this contract, discusses several factors of

spec ial importance , and presents specific algorithms for parts of th~ overall
design. A brief descri ption of SEMANOL is incl uded in order that this report
be self-sufficient.

4
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2. THE SEMANOL SYSTEM

Since TRW ’s approach to compiler test case generation is based upon
the use of SEMANOL , some knowl edge of SEMANOL is needed if the remainder
of this report is to be unders tood. This section is meant to provide that
needed background .

A formal SEMANOL specification of a programming language is a program;
a program for processing a source language program text written in the
programmi ng language being defined . The algorithm expressed by the SEMANOL
metaprogram describes a way in wh ich the intended effect oT executi ng any
program in the defi ned language can be realized. That is , the al gorithm
is an interpretive definition of semantics or , alternatively viewed , the
metaprogram describes an i nterpreter for the defi ned programmi ng language.
SEMA NOL thereby provides an ope rational form of programming language
specification .

2.1 The SEMANOL Metalanguage

One sense of the nature of the SEMANOL metalanguage used in writi ng these
operational specifi cations can be gained by consideri ng the object constants
that it offers and the function constants and rel ation constants that are
provided wi th each object type. SEMANOL supports several conventional
object constant types , pl us a few others that are appropri ate to its special-
ized fiel d of applica tion . The Boolean , bit-string, integer , and string

object types of SEMANOL are largely similar to those of other carefully desi gned

languages , although stri ngs are defined so that ordinaril y non-represented
charac ters , such as end-of-line tokens and line feeds , can be convenientl y
included. Sequences are ordered , possibly non-homogeneo us , groups of
i tems of any type; since these i tems may themsel ves be sequences , any type

of hiera rchical structure is easil y modeled. Parse tree nodes in SEMANOL

are equi valent to those of conventional representa tions , and syntax classes

are likew ise consistent wi th standard i nterpretations except for a context-

sensitive means of denoti ng where optional spaces may appear.

5 
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Most of the SEMANOL ope ra tors are shown tn Tabl e 1, where they are grouped
by the obj ect constant type to which they a pply. The operat’~r names are

generally meant to be sel f-descr iptive , for ease of reading , and so shoul d be
roughly unders tandabl e wi thout explanation. However , there are a few
abbreviated opera to r names , as wel l as some unusual opera tors , that need some
comment. The Boolean and bit-stri ng opera tors are the conventional ones .
SEMANOL Integers are unusual in that they are actually numeric s trings upon
which stri ng ari thmeti c is perfo rmed . Thus the range of SEMANOL integer

ari thmetic Is unaffected by underlying machine fac to rs and an idealized
ari thmetic is thereby realized. Note that division produces a truncated
Integer result, #NEG is a negation opera tor, and #CO NV ERT translates integers
from one base (2 . 8, or 10) to another. No other arithmeti c Is provi ded; our
experi ence has been that floating point (and fixed point) semantics are bes t
modeled through the use of integers . The concisely name d #CW and #CS
operators are stri ng concatenation and sequence concatenation , respectively.
The #SEG, #PARENT-N ODE, and #ROOT-NODE operators are used to traverse parse
trees , wh il e #SEG-COUNT determi nes the number of immediately descendent nodes
of a given node . The various #SEQUENCE collectors scan the pa rse tree In a
uni form way so as to form a preordere d sequence. The syntax class operator ,
%. is the Kleene star operato r , with %1 denoti ng the case when at least one
repetition Is required .

A few SEMANOL opera tors are not easily classifi ed and so do not appea r
in  Table 1 e #ASSIGN-LATEST-VALUE and #LATEST-VALUE are opera tors that store
and reca ll information from what is, in effect , a singl e level associative
memory wherein information is stored as (name, val ue ) pairs . #GIVEN - PROGRA M
reads a s tring, normally the defined language program to be Interpreted , from
one fi le, while #INPUT reads strings , comonly data Input to the program
being interpreted , from ano ther file. #OUTPUT Is a general purpose stri ng
output opera tor . The #CONTEXT-FRE E- PARSE-TREE ope ra tor genera tes a parse
tree representation from a given string and a given grammar. #STO P and
#ERROR are used to terminate the interpretation process in various ways.

6
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Type Operators

Boolean #AND , #OR , #NOT , #IFF , #IMPLIES

Bit-string #BAND , #BOR , #BXOR

Integer +, -, ~~, I, #NEG , #SIGN , #ABS , #CONVERT

String #CW, #FIRST-CHARACTER-IN , #LAST-CHARACTER-IN , I
#111-CHARACTER-IN, #LEFT I #CHARACTERS-OF , #RI GHT I
#CHARACTERS-OF , #SUBSTRING-OF-CHARACTERS ii #TO i2
#OF , #PREFIX—OF-FIRST w #IN , #SUFFIX-OF-FIP.ST w
#IN, #SIJBSTRING-POSIT-OF w #IN , #LENGTH

Sequence #CS, #FIRST-ELEMENT-IN , #LAST-ELEMENT-IN , i
#TH-ELEMENT-IN , #INITIAL-SUBSEQ-OF-LENGTH i #OF,
#TERMINAL-SUBSE Q-OF-LENGTH I #OF, #SUBSEQUENCE 11
#TO 12 # IN , 1/FIRST x #IN s #SUCH-THAT , #LAST x #IN
s 1/Su CH-THAT , i #TH x # IN s #SUCH-THAT ,
#SIJBSEQIJENCE-OF-ELEMENTS x #IN s #SUCH-THAT ,
#RE VERSE-SEQUENCE

Parse node #SEG i 1/OF, 1/PARENT-NODE , #ROOT-NODE , #SEG-CO UNT ,
#SEQIJENCE-OF-NODES- IN, #SE QIJENCE-OF-ANCESTORS-OF ,
#SEQUENCE-OF-NODES x #IN n #SUCH-T HAT ,
#STRING-OF-TERM I NALS

Syntax class <...>< ...>, #U, #S- , %, %l

(Note : i = integer , w = string, n = node ,
s = sequence , x = dummy]

Table 1: The SEMANOL Opera tors

7
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The relational constants of SEMANOL are generally the expected ones ,
wi th natural extensions of equality and Inclusion to parse tr~~ nodes and
sequences . An orderi ng relation , 1/PRECEDES , also applies to sequences and
pars e tree nodes . There are two quanti fier relations included within SEMANOL ,

#FOR-ALL . . .#IT-IS-TRUE-THAT... and
#THERE-EXIS TS.. .1/SUCH-THAT...,

tha t are very useful . The genera l inclusion of high level Iterati ve
facilities throughout SEMANOL permi ts expressive clarity to be provi ded
the reader , and also aids the preparation of s pecifications .

The statement structure of S EMANO L is suggested in Tabl e 2. The
imperati ve commands are used for control and in procedural definitions . Most

• of a SEMANOL program is ordinarily given in a functiona l form tha t makes use
of SEMANOL ’s recursive abilities ; thes e functions are described by procedural
or semanti c definitions of the form shown . The rul es for expression and
condition composition in semantic de finitions are typical of those of other
programming languages . The syntactic definitions are used to defi ne a grammar ,
and are only used in conjunction with the 1/CONTEXT- FREE-PARSE-TREE opera tor;
the syntax expressions are similar to those of other gramma r defining
notations .
2.2 The Structure of a SEMANOL Specification

The fo regoing suggests the informa tion structures and opera tors provided
by the SEMANOL metalangua ge . However , a programi ng langua ge defi nition
expressed in SEMANOL is shaped not only by the facilities of the metalang uage
itsel f , but also by the conventions and s tyl e that are adopted when writing
the defi nition. Thus it is not enough to consider the metalanguage by itself;
a better feel for SEMANOL can be imparted by explaining how it is used in
describing a generalized specifi cation.

In past projects , a standardized s tructure of s pecification was
developed that shoul d apply generally to many other common programming
languages . This model is shown in Figure 1. The left side of the diagram
shows the transfo rmations which are made to the representation of the input
program text as interpretation is performed . The central block diagram is a
simpl e fl ow chart showi ng the series of processing steps that the SEMANOL

8 
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Commands

#FOR-ALL . . • #00 .
‘5 1/WHILE . • . 1/DO •

#IF . .. #THEN ...

1/BEGIN . • . 1/END

#ASSIGN-VALIJE .

1/COMPUTE .

#RETURN-WITH-VALUE .

Procedural Definition

1/PROC—OF name(param-i ,param-2 , . . • )
comman d-l

command-n #.

Semantic Def in i t ions

#DF name(p-l ,p-2 , • . . ) => expr 1/.

#DF name(p-l ,p-2, . . • ) => exp-l 1/IF condition-i
=> exp-2 1/IF condition-2 ;

=~~ exp-n #IF condition -n #.

Syntactic Definitions

#OF syntax-class => syntax-expr # .

#DF syntax-class => syntax-exp-l
=> syntax-exp-2

> syntax-exp-n # •

Table 2: SEMANOL Statement Forms

9
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metapro gram typically causes to occur. This flow is a consequence of having
an operational specifi cation method. The right side of the Jiagram reflects
the static s tructure of a S EMANOL metaprogram and the way In which the various

‘5 statement groups are related to the specification logic. This specifi cation
structure is conside red in more detail in what follows .

The declaration section of a s pec ifica tion is composed of SEMANOL
statements that identi fy global variables and syntactic components . Ve ry
few global variables are normally used in a SEMANOL specification; those of
greatest importance are used to describe the control semantics of the defi ned
langua ge, and some are explained later. Syntactic components can also appear

• in this section ; however , they are ignored in this report since they contri-
bute to processing efficiency alone , and not to semantic description .

The control -commands section of a SEMANOL specifi ca tion is conventionally
composed of a few S EMANOL comands . These comands are executed sequen tially
and corres pond to those available in conventional programmi ng languages .
Interpretation of the SEMANOL s pecification begi ns with the firs t statement
of the control —co mmands section . These sta tements impose the overall control ,
as sugges ted in Figure 1; thus this section plays the role of a very high
level main program.

The fi rs t step in describing a programing language is to defi ne the
lexical transformations that the language incl udes , if any . These trans-
formations cause the source program to be altered by macro -like stri ng
subs titutions (e.g., DEFINE in JOVIAL ) or by textual deletions. While
many programming langua ges require such a specification , other languages ,
such as BASIC , do not. Our current practice is to descri be this fea ture
of a programi ng language by use of the s tri ng operations of SEMANOL , with

the operational consequence tha t the initial input sourc e program stri ng is
al tered to account for the occurrence of such sta tements in the input program.
The tra ns formed program text then becomes the basis for further specification.
Inc i dentall y, we have observed a tendency among language designers to speci fy
these langua ge fea tu res rather vaguely, seemingl y from assumi ng an implied
method of compiler impl ementation , but not describing it.

11 
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Following the textual altera tions , the transformed program text is
parsed . This pa rse process is Invoked by the SEMANOL opera tor 1/CONTEXT-
FREE-PARSE-TREE and is directed by the grammar given in the context- free
syntax section of the specifi cation . The product of this ope ration Is a
parse tree representation of the source program or one of two error conditions ;
the error conditions occur if the grammar can lead to more than one parse of
the given program (i.e., the gramma r is ambi guous ) or if the program cannot
be pa rsed. The parsed representation reveals the s tructure of the program
and so is a convenient basis upon which to formulate the later semanti c
descri ption . The lexically transfo rmed program text Itsel f is retained as
the terminal leaves of the parse tree . The SEMANOL syntactic defi nitions
used to defi ne the grammar look much like the productions of the usual
treatments of such programmi ng langua ge grammars . For instance,

1/OF Program => < ‘START ’ > <#GAP> <Statement-list> < 1/GAP>
< ‘TERM$ ’ >#.

#DF Statement-list => <Statement> <%<<#GAP><Sta tement>>># .

descr ibes the syntax class Program as being initiated with a START ,
termi na ted with a TERM$, and containing at least one Statement. The #GA P
set constant of S EMANOL is context sens itive ; it is meant to describe
the conventional rul es that govern the use of blank characters in programming
languages . The % sta tes tha t zero or more occurences of <<1/GAP> <Statement>>
may follow .

Next comes the imposition of syntactic restrictions that cannot be
expressed in a context-free gramar. That is , not all programs that can
be parsed using the context- free gramma r are legal programs in the defi ned
language . It Is the intent of this section of the specification to provide
an operational algori thm to detect such illegal programs before an attempt
is made to interpret them. The tests are commonly stated in terms of
existence conditions , us ing  the 1/THERE-EXISTS operator of SEMANOL applied

12 
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to the parse tree . The iterator and sequencing operators of SEMANOL ,
combined wi th the use of a parsed representation , allow these res trictions
to be expressed s uccinctly. Sinc e the application of these tests Is made

‘5 befo re interpretation proper , they can cause the rejection of pro grams that
coul d be interp reted wi thout encounteri ng the error condition. That is ,
these tes ts correspond to those that a compiler mi ght make and the
consequences can be semanti cally different than if similar tests were applied
at execution time (e.g., consider unexecuted references to undefi ned variabl es).
Typi cal tests include d here are those for name uniqueness , type confo rmi ty,
fo rmal and actual argument agreemen t , program accord wi th structural rul es ,
data organization consistency , etc . While SEMANOL enforces these limi tations
readily, the formulation of rules for syntacti c exclusion is a very difficul t
problem in language design and one that is ordinarily given limited attention .

Having specifi ed these prelimina ry operations , the semantics of program
execution are next given. Figure 2 illus trates the data structures that are
used to explain execution semantics . The parse tree is (effectively) a
static structure that is traversed and teste d by direction of the SEMANOL
specification ; the SEMANOL specifi cation then causes the execution effect of
the parsed program to be realized. The semantics of the SEMANOL specification
of a defi ned language are thus generally expressed in terms of the gramma r
that is used to create this parse tree. Because of this , there is a close
relationship between the context- free syntax section and the semantic
definitions section of a SEMANOL specification. The storage mechanism of
SEMANOL is used to record the changes that occur as the interpretation is
performed . Note that this overall model corresponds rather closel y to that

of any conventional computer; this similari ty emphasizes again that SEMANOL
provides an operational description of the programmi ng language being defi ned.

While there are several interwoven facets to this description ,

It seems best to first consider how the semantics of storage model ing are
expressed . The storage mechanism of SEMANOL provides a means for giving
a concise explanation of storage semantics for defi ned languages that view
data in an abstract manner , as does Minima l BASIC. Unfortunately,

13
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many present languages do not adopt an abstract viewpoint. In
particular , languages, like JOVIAL , that permi t unres trai ned t.se of
poi nters and data overl ay demand that storage be described in the hard
realities of bits and computer words . The effect of this is that the
names us ed for sto rage and retrieval become (equival ent to) storage
addresses and that the values associated with these names become the bi nary
contents of the addressed l ocations . A form of storage al l ocation is thus
defi ned so tha t these stora ge addresses can be established. The SEMANOL
specification thereby becomes appropriate only for a given langua ge
impl ementation; however , this condi tion is i nescapabl e if the semantics of
such languages are to be compl etely defi ned. And , of course, compl eteness
is demanded if the speci fication is to be processed by the Interpreter.
But note that a family of impl ementations can sometimes be created through
parameterization of the storage model semantics .

Closely related to the storage model is the semanti c definition
section that explains the evaluation rul es for the language being defi ned .
Here are explained the semantics of arithmeti c operations of the types
(e.g., integer , floati ng, fixed , location) provided in the defined
language , character stri ng operations , Bool ean evaluation , and comparison

relations . The description of evaluation may incl ude consideration of
machine effects upon the computational resul t produced , type conversions tha t
may be requi red, and a suitable i nterface with the storage model . The
general evaluation procedure followed is largely one of translati ng the
constants and operators of the defi ned language to corresponding SEMANOL
representations , and then performing the computation upon the SEMANOL
constants . Evaluation is convenientl y described recursively and SEMANOL’ s
recursive abilities are used advantageously here .

The top l evel control flow semantics for the defined language are
commonly given in a SEMANOL semantic procedure that is fi rst invoked when
interpretation of a defi ned language program is begun , and s ubsequentl y

15 
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called recursively whenever procedure and function calls are to be
interpreted. The rules of statement sequencing, procedure and function
invocation and return, loop control, and branching, are then given by
subsidiary semantic definitions . The control semantics of the defi ned
l anguage  are , by convention , stated in te rms of the declared SEMANOL global
variabl e CIJRRENT—STMT . CURRENT-STM T hol ds the node of the executabl e unit
(e.g., statement phrase) currently being processed. The active point in the
defi ned language program is defined by this value , transitions of control
by changes in this value. Note that the SEMANOL metalanguage itsel f does
not inc l ude any form of defined langua ge control model ; the way in which
control is to be defined is totally the responsibility of the SEMANOL
programmer. Also note that the control semantics of procedure and function
calls can become very much i ntertwi ned with eval uation if the language
being defi ned permi ts short-circuit eval uation , abnormal returns , and other

features tha t disrupt orderl y expression eval ua tion .

The semantics of input—output deal wi th data transmission and with
translations between intern’l and external representa tions of data.
Any translations required are accomplished by the string operators of
SEMANOL. The transmissions are accomplished by the 1/INPUT operator and the
1/OUTPUT operator. In this way , i nput-output semanti cs relating to the
external worl d can be modeled. Input-output that is internal to a program
in the defi ned language can be described through the use of sequences and
a suitable set of representa tion conventions .

2.3 The SEMANOL Interpreter

The SEMANOL Interpreter accepts a SEMANOL specifi ca tion of a programming
language and uses that input specifi cation to realize the semantic effect of
(i.e., to execute) programs written in the language thus defi ned . By virtue
of the Interpreter , SEMANOL specifi cations can themsel ves be tes ted and
debugged . Furthermore , an operational standard for the defi ned language is
thus created.

16
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The operation of the elements that cons titute the SEMANOL sys tem is
shown in Figure 3. ,The broken line encloses the SEMANOL Interpreter ,
which can be seen to actually consist of two loosely connected programs

‘5 
identi fied as the Translator and the Executer. The Translator processes
the SEMANOL descri ption of a programmi ng language and so genera tes an
intermediate code form known as the SEMANOL Internal Language (SIL). This
translation phase also tests the SEMANOL description for its syntactic
correctness, much as a conventional compiler woul d do , and continues only
for acceptabl e descri ptions . The SIL representation corresponds to a list
of operators and operands , and di rect trans fers , that are used to control
the Executer. The Executer pro gram is essentially a s tack oriente d processor
tha t then interprets the SIL co de and so performs the operational inter-
pretation of a program in the defined language . As shown in Figure 3, this
interpretive processing commonly includes the readi ng of i nput and the
production of output at the di rection of the defi ned langua ge program
being processed. Note that the SIL code is presen tly recorded in a
character format in order to (1) minimi ze the interface requi rements upon
the Translator and Executer and (2) permi t the SIL file to be read and
manipulated by the standard editing facilities of the host operating system.

17 
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3. THE GENERAL APPROACH

This section describes the basis on which compiler test cases are to
be generated by the system designed in this project, and gi ves a brief
introduction to the system design itself. A mo re detail ed explanation of
the system desi gn will be found in Section 4 of this report .

3.1 A Basis For Testing

The goal of this project was to develop an automa ted method of
generati ng programs that would form an effective test of a compiler for a
given language . It was based upon usi ng a formal SEMANOL specifi cation of
the given language as the basis for the automatic generation , and upon use
of the SEMANOL Interpreter programmi ng system as a means of measuring the
effectiveness of the test cases generated. This structure is shown in
Fi gure 4. Since the formal SEMANOL no tation used for semanti c descri ption ,
unlike the prose text commonly used in programmi ng language specifi cation ,
can be “understood” by a computer ~o the same exten t as can any other
programmi ng language), it provided a needed prerequisite for automati c tes t
case generation.

The test cases to be generated by the methods discussed in this report
are thus  to be deri ved from the SEMANOL specifi cation of a programming
language . Their effectiveness will also be measured relative to that
speci fi cation . That is , the test cases to be genera ted are intended to be
a sati s factory test of the metaprogram that is a SEMANOL specifi cation of
a programi ng language . The presumption is then being made that this set
of test programs (for an interpreti ve language processor) will be rather
similarl y effective when used with a compiler imp l ementation for that same
language. In some sense , this test procedure is based on showing that
a compiler impl ementation is equi valent to an interpreter impl ementation ,
the SEMANOL metaprogram , that is taken to be correct. The presumption that the
SEMANOL specifi cation is correct is a convenient bias to adopt , even though

19
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Its “correctness ” can only be guessed at through testing, and so w i l l  be

slig htly sus pect in practice . Neverthel ess , because a SEMAN~L specification

• is a formal one , compiler testi ng is done aga i nst a precise standa rd and

‘5 not agains t the us ual vague requi rements that are commonly encountered in
acceptance tes ting.

Test effectiveness in this approach is measured in structural terms with
regard to the SEMANOL metaprogram; e.g., in terms of SEMANOL definitions
exercised , execution paths traced through the SEMANOL specification , etc .
It is then argued that a structura l test of the SEMANOL metaprogram is a
similarl y effective test of a compiler . The argument is simply that:

1. Both the compiler and metaprogram are meant to perform the
same function .

2. A good test of one function shoul d be a good test of the
alternate impl ementation.

3. Thus a good tes t of the metapro gram will be a good compiler test.

The weakness in the argumen t rest s with the uncertainty as to what a
“good” test is. It is recognized that the structura l coverage (e.g.,
proportion of statements executed at least once) for one impl ementation will
not ordina rily be the same as for another , yet it would seem reasonabl e to
expect that high coverage for one woul d be reflected in a similarl y hi gh

coverage for the other. It is on the basis of such programming common sense
that we base our notion of test effectiveness. (But do note that other
measures of test effectiveness , perhaps in structura l terms related to the
compiler , shoul d be determ i ned , where possibl e, for the test set so that
test set quality can be measured in other ways . Our notion of test effec-

tiveness is meant to guide the generation system, not to provide an exclusive
measure of testi ng capability.)
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Observe that this approach is i ntended to create tests of features of
the language , but not of importan t compiler characteri s tics such as those
related to generated code efficiency or size , compiler error recovery ,

‘5 compiler  l i m i t s , etc . There are thus important compiler attributes for
which tes ts will not be crea ted explicitl y, sinc e these features are not
ordina rily described in the SEMANOL specifi ca tion ; however , assis tance in
generating such tests can be provi ded by the automated sys tem described
herein. Al so note that compiler val idi ty is determi ned by observing the
effects of executi ng compiled pro grams , and not by ins pection of the compiler
generated code itsel f to determi ne if it is a faithful translation of the
given source langua ge test. To look at the object code is a machine and
impl ementation dependent process , while the eval uation of execution effects

• deals with semanti c consequences wi th a much less di rect i nvol vement in
impl ementation dependenc ies . This interest in resul ts , not generated c’~ ie , is
the conventional view , and one adopted by efforts to create standa rd test
sets for any programming langua ge (e.g., COBOL and FORTRAN) .

Measures of test effectiveness will be gathered through use of the
SEMANOL Interpreter , suitably modi fied along the lines described later ,
and so are based on structural coverage of the metaprogram specifi cation.
We have considered various test objectives , such as executing each definition
at least once , exercising -every branch possibility, exercising every meta-
program execution path , etc., and have settled upon total definition
coverage as being a useful , but relatively simpl e, test goal tha t is
consistent with our prel imi nary stage of development. The effect of
choosing a test goal is felt in the Analyzer Part of the test generd~ion
system, since it is there that test sel ection criteri a may infl uence the
process.

3.2 The TRW Approach To Test Generation

It can be seen that thi s overall proc ess i s one in test case der ivation ,
which is distinctive in that the test data sought here are themselves

programs. The overall approach to automatic program generation developed

in this project, suggested in Figure 5, is to d iv ide the process into
Anal yzer and Synthesizer phases. This division is convenient from a

• 22
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desi gn viewpoint in that the to tal probl em is thereby broken into conceptually
more manageabl e parts ; It also has the special advantage tha t the Synthesizer

‘5 
can be used i ndependentl y in the test generation process. Thus this
choice extends the overall usefulness of the proposed sys tem . The role of
the Analyzer phase is to transform SEMANOL specified run-time semanti cs
i nto syntactic characteristi cs of a program such that a given execution
effect would be realized. These syntactic properties are expressed as
constraints upon program generation from a context- free grammar for the
given language . It is the Synthesizer phase that performs this constrained
generation of a program from the gramma r for the given language .

The Analyzer thus deals with the semantics of execution as these
semantics are expressed in a SEMANOL metaprogram. Given a semantic effect
to be tested , expressed in terms of an ordered list of el ements of the
SEMANOL metaprogram that are to be exercised , the Analyzer is meant to
determi ne a suitabl e coveri ng i nterpretation path through the SEMANOL
metaprogram , collect the conditions that must be satisfied for this path to
be followed , and solve these dynamic conditions so as to produce essentially
static syntactic constraints . This process is somewhat like that being
attempted in other test data generation systems (e.g., [Clarke 1976],
[Boyer et al 1975]) in general flavor and , while the process sounds simpl e
enough , it presents very di fficul t impl ementation probl ems even in simpl i fied
circums tances and certainly when a ttempted with a SEMANOL meta program
defini ng a contemporary programmi ng language . In particular , the test data
to be found here consti tutes the very compl ex structure that is a computer
program , and not the simpl e val ues that other systems seek .

The Synthesizer phase is essentially one of us ing the context- free
grammar for the given language in a generati ve manner to produce programs,
but wi th the generation being governed by the Analyzer—produced constraints
(including the context -sensitive restrictions of the language its el f) .
This constrained generation will then produce program ins tances that test
specific features of the language being tested. The constraints ordinarily
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are meant to be satisfied by many possible programs ; the Synthes i zer makes
the selection concrete. This process is conceptuall y rather simpl e, more
so than the Analyzer , and the major di fficul ty in realizi ng an impl ementation
is in overcoming computational problems .

For neither the Analyzer process of path determi nation nor the Synthes zer
process of program generation do analytic solutions exist; thus direct
construction of output results canno t be done. As with other processes in
A!, it then becomes necessary to somehow generate potential solutions and
to test each to see if indeed it meets the conditions required of an accept-
abl e result. This type of process demands tha t a method for sys tema tic
generation of solution possibiliti es be developed to defi ne the search space
(and requires that a scheme of search space representation be correspondingly
developed). For the Analyzer process , the sol ution space consists of a
set of some form of metaprogram execution path representations ; for the
Synthesizer , the sol ution space is made up of a set of deri vation (i.e.,
pa rse) tree representations. Sinc e the SEMANOL metaprogrammi ng language
i ncl udes control loops and recursion and the context-free grammar is also
recurs i ve , the number of possibl e sol utions is infinite in both cases and
the length of an i ndividual solution candi date is also unbounded. For
that reason , search procedures obviously cannot consider all possibilities ;
the emphasis thus is placed upon findi ng ways in which solutions can be
found quickly. Al gori thms must incl ude search stop rules , if algori thm
termination is to be assured , and this condition places great impo rtance
upon the way in which a given probl em is formulated; one form of problem
statement may be satisfi ed by a gi ven search al gorithm while an alternate
formulation may not be satisfied within the search limi ts . It is also
obviously critical that al gorithms must be able to avoid consideri ng
Impossibl e (or even unlikely) cases and that retreat from eventually

fruitless possibil it ies be intelligentl y done. Such considerations have

received much of our e ffort in this project .
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This overall process is expected to be one of Iteration . The
Ana lyzer crea tes constra ints , from which the Synthes izer produces a tes t
program, whose test effectiveness is measured by the Interpreter program.

‘5 The effecti veness measure of this test is combi ned with that of previousl y
generated test programs and used to decide what form of test shoul d be
constructed next. The form of the next tes t to be genera ted is represented
in Analyzer input , and the process repeated unti l a test set of adequate
effecti veness has been collected.

The Synthesize r, as already noted , is a program that genera tes compiler
tes t programs from a context- free gramma r for the defi ned language , with this
generative process being subject to constraints that are meant to guide the
process to the creation of useful compi ler tes t programs . To be practical ,
it is necessary that the Synthesizer program create its test program within
a reasonabl e computational time . Note that the test cases generated are
the resul t of a program deri vation process (as in top-down parsing), and
that a context-free deri vation tree is created , by the Synthesizer, whose
leaves are then collected to form the desired program text. The constraints
are implicitly expressed upon the root node of the derivation tree and hence
upon the start symbol for the context- free grammar.

A most obvious approach to Synthesizer desi gn is to consider a program
that would be abl e to systemati cally genera te programs of the defi ned
language and , as a program was generated , woul d test each for constraint
satisfaction . Since context-free gramma rs commonly define an infinitude
of programs , and certa i nly more than one woul d want to have to consider ,
such a process woul d undoubtedly include some form of computational sto p
rule; failure to fi nd a solution wi thin that time woul d then be ca use for
making some revision in the constraints before another effort was made .
One has essentially a “create and test” system with this approach . The
major probl em wi th this method is that i ncorrect choices in the deri vation
process are not recognized until complete trees have been crea ted.
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Thus a bad decision choice made early in the developmen t of a deri vation

‘5 
tree is only realized after a great deal of frui tl ess computation has been
performed. The al gori thm designed In performance of this contract makes use
of a scheme of partial evaluation and constraint propagation so as to decide
the acceptability of a derivation before a complete tree is necessarily
generated; a computational improvement is thus provided .

In brief , the i dea of partial evaluation and constraint propagation is that
the initial root node constraints can be transformed (i .e., factored) into
derived constrai nts appl i cabl e to nodes of a partial derivation tree being
constructed. The deri ved constraints are formed by evaluati ng constraints
on the partial tree as each expansion step is performed . If such
propagated constraints ,as determined by partial evaluation , cannot be met
at a gi ven node (i.e., a constraint eval uates to false), it is immediately
known that no further deri vation efforts along that subtree need be
attempted. Thus i ncorrect deri vation decisions can be recognized more quickly.
If the constraint is met (i.e., evaluates to true), further propa gation is
not needed; a sol ution has been reached. If the constraint cannot be
evaluated , because the partial tree is not yet adequately expanded , the
given constraint is modi fied to become a set of constraints that apply to
unexpanded nodes in the tree so far genera ted. Note tha t the na ture of
propagation means that satisfaction of the derived constraints guarantees that
the original root node constraints are thereby satisfied. Note that
constraints , as they are passed through the developing deri va tion tree,
are partitioned so that not all constra i nts need be tested at each node ;
further computational economy is thereby achieved .

The synthesis process builds a succession of partial deri vation
trees unti l it creates one whose leaves are all termi nal symbols; these
leaves then form a (context- free)syntactically valid program in the
language for which tests are being sought. In achieving this , successi ve
partial trees are each formed from their predecessor by app lyi ng a
production of the gramma r to a non-termi nal node to crea te an expanded tree .
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Each expansion step ordina rily i nvolves a choice among production cases
and any one , because of the need to satisfy constraints , may be an incorrect

‘5 
choice . (We have investe d conside rabl e effort in trying to fi nd ways in
which this sel ection process can be made successful. ) Whenever it is
real ized that the derivation tree so far formed canno t satisfy the constraints ,
the tree must be modi fied and deri vation resumed from this restored basis;
this process is referred to as backtracking, or backup, since one goes back
to a previous state before continuing the search for a sol ution. As noted
already , bad decisions will often not be detected unti l many other interven i ng
decisions have been made; the intention is to jump back to the bad decision
di rectly rather than working backwards through all the intermediate points ,
exha usting the possibilities of each to no useful effec t , etc . The
heuristi cs which appear hopeful for this backup process are gi ven later .

Constra ints are used to cause the Synthesizer to generate a spec ific
type of program (or even a s pecifi c program). Ordi narily, they state
general characteri stics wanted in a test program to be genera ted , and
the Synthesizer is then left to provide a specifi c instance of such a program .
In the impl emen tation contemplated here , constraints are boolean -valued
expressions of at most one free variabl e, that are associated wi th the
total program to be generated or some part of it. We have found the
SEMANOL notation to be wel l suited to stating constraints . Constraints are
then augmente d by constraint defi nitions ; these definitions are also expressed
i n SEMANOL notation , as semantic functions (#DF’s) or procedures (#PR~DC— DF’ s),
and so can compute subsidiary values needed when evaluating constraints . F
As these constraint definitions apply to partial deri vation trees, rather
than compl ete parse trees, certain restrictions on their structure are
necessarily introduced and an ability to denote that their evaluation canno t
be completed has been added. However , most of SEMANOL ’s power can be
used in expressing constraints . Because of this , constraints are able to
state conditions that , while still syntactic in character , are far more
than simpl e restricti ve grammati cal rul es imposed on the context- free syntax.
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The Analyzer creates constraints in an overall process of test
generation that is one of iteration . Whether the process is begun wi th

‘5 a collection of rather random “seed” programs or by some initial programs
generated through an established al gori thm , and regardless of the SEMANOL
based measure of test effectiveness being applied , test programs eventually
will be wanted whose interpretation (literally by the SEMANOL Interpreter)
will cause certain parts of the SEMANOL metaprogram to be activa ted
(i.e., exercised).

The parts of the SEMANOL metaprogram that can be executed are called
structural elements , and each is represented by a node in the execution
path . The input to the Analyzer is thus stated to be a sequence of nodes
that a tes t program is to exercise in a given order. The role of the
Analyzer is to find a legitimate execution path through the SEMANOL meta-
program that covers the designated structura l el ement nodes in the required
order , and to translate the conditions that will cause this path to be
followed Into syn tactic cons traints . If done properly, the program generated
by the Synthesizer in response to these constraints will produce an
Interpreter trace that agrees with the path the Analyzer constructed.
In effect, the Analyzer is simulati ng SEMANOL metapro gram execution to
find a path that includes certain execution events .

The path structure used by the Analyzer is composed of primiti ve
event and decision nodes , pl us nodes that represent metaprogram function
i nvocations . In this structure , loops are expanded and the loop appears
in linea r form with the prerequisite number of node-group repetitions .
Each function is then given a flow graph representation. The generation
process is begun by creating some pa th through a sel ected meta program
function , with the pa th being one that is determi ned by (i.e., derivabl e
from) the fl ow graph for tha t selected function . A no de that represents
a function invocation in this pa th is then expanded , or replaced , by a
path deri ved from the fl ow gra ph for the func tion invoked . The choices
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at each expansion step, of the path node to expand and of the particular
flow graph deri ved path to be used in the expansion , are made so that they
contribute to reaching the nodes that are to be covered . As nodes are
expanded , the node coverage requirements are revised to account for the
subpaths thereby created; the efficiency of the path building process Is
improved as a consequence. This generation part of the Analyzer process

can be seen to be simi lar to the way in which the Synthesizer generates

a deri vation tree; invocation nodes correspond to the non-termi nal symbols
of the grammar , while flow graphs correspond to the production of the grammar.

However, an added condition is placed upon an execution path that has
no counterpa rt relative to Synthesizer derivation trees ; namely, that the
execution path be semantically legitimate . That is , the path the Analyzer
constructs must be one that can be followed by a valid program when it is
processed by the SEMANOL Interpreter. This means that the execution
conditions associated with the path must be consistent (i.e., not mutually
contradictory). The Analyzer algorithm excl udes i nconsistent paths through
the use of a form of symbolic execution . In symbolic execution , input
variabl es are retained throughout execution as dummy symbols , rather than being
gi ven actual values as they would be ordinarily (e.g., a computation mi ght
be done with ‘a ’ rather than the expected integer input value , perhaps

2). Symbolic computations are then performed to yield symbolic
expressions , and to record the conditions upon the input to achieve the
resulting output. Symbolic execution leads to a symbolic state that is
incrementally updated as each path extension is made . The new symbolic
state is then tested to determi ne its consistency ; if the expansion of
the new subpath has created a property that cannot hold simultaneously
with some other property of the symbolic state , the subpath is
i nconsistent with the path constructed so far. Subpaths leading to
inconsistencies are then rejected and alternatives tried; that is ,
backup is induced .
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As a consequence of u s i n g  symbolic execution in the derivation of an
execution path , the conditions that must be satisfied for this path to be
followed are already part of the symbolic state . The path conditions in
the symbolic state are gi ven as SEHANOL bool ean expressions that apply to
symbolic designators standing for nodes in the parse tree of the test
program whose execution path has just been found. The bool ean conditions
themsel ves generally refer to syntacti c properties of this imp lied
test program . Gi ven these properties of path conditions, it is relatively
easy to transform them to syntactic constraints that appl y to the root
node of the parse tree; in this form they are passed on to the Synthesizer
(along with the subsidiary syntactic definitions that are needed to complete
the definition of the constraints).

We shoul d note that determining path consistency is a probl em that , in
general , does not have an effectively computabl e sol ution. However , the
SEMANOL metaprogram that is being treated here is not an arbitrary program;
it is highly structured , and that structure can be varied somewhat if it
is found helpful to do so. Because of that , it is believed that adequate
consistency checking heuristics can be developed , although further research
will be needed to confi rm this belief.

3.3 Observations On This Approach

It shoul d be observed that the procedure described will produce
test cases that are known to:

1. Conform to the context- free gramma r of the language being tested.
The Synthesizer uses this grammar in its node expansion
process in such a way that it can only generate legal derivation
trees ; thus all programs produced will conform to the context-
-free grammar.
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2. Satisfy the context —sens itive restrictions of the linquage .
Whether these restrictions are a part of the general set of
Synthesizer constraints or deri ved specifically for each
case by the Analyzer makes no difference; these syntactic
restrictions of the language under test will be met by any
test case produced .

3. Run to compl etion without error when executed . The Analyzer
only constructs paths for test programs that will terminate
correctly (i.e., without #ERROR).

While this generally means test programs will be correct programs ,
it does not rule out the automatic generation of test programs that deal
with some run—time error conditions . Machine and environmental factors
do appear in SEMANOL s pecifi cations , so it is possible for the Analyzer
to find constraints for a program that induces a run-time error condition ,
such as arithmetic overfl ow , provided the SEMANOL specification also
defi nes the semantic response (such a program is not formally i ncorrect).
However , many other run-time errors, and most compile-time errors , would
ordinarily be ignored in a SEMANOL speci fication. For these , our fully
automated procedure woul d not provide tests ; however , the Synthesizer
can be used by itsel f as a generator for tests whose constraints are
formulated by the user. Generally speaking, it is fel t that this method
of developi ng tests of error treatment Is to be preferred over attempting to
design an entirely automated procedure .

There are also potential problems in testing that are related
to the optimization of generated code by compilers . For instance , the
constant expression 2+3 mi gh t be eva l uated during execution by a load ,
add instruction sequence generated by a compiler . However, an optimizing
compiler would very likely recognize that a constant val ue was being computed ,
and so woul d not generate code to perform the addition but , instead, would
itsel f compute the sum 5 and make that available during execution.
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The difficulty in this is that both compilers will presumably yiel d the
same answer to a test case calling for such a sum , but will have done so
in a much different way . Both methods are certainly right in input-output
relational terms . However , the inferences that can be drawn from successfu l
execution of this test case are not the same in both cases . While it may be
reasonably justi fiabl e to assume that correct code will be created for
summation generally (e.g., -for variabl e operands ) in the non-optimizi ng
case, such an assumption cannot be made in the optimizing case since no

— generated code was tested . Di fferent aspects of the two compilers have
been tested by a single test case.

In the face of compiler optimization , it is often difficul t to determine
whether a test has been made of the code generation facilities of a compiler
or its optimi zation facilities . Generally, tests are meant to test code
generation accuracy ; it is that which our tests are likewise meant to
(primari ly) exami ne . This means that the test cases generated must be
structured so that they are unlikely to be optimized out of existence .
Since we woul d prefer test cases to be rather simpl e and to generally
operate upon constants (i.e., to be potentially computable at compile—time )
for ease of making them sel f-checking, there is some probl em . The so1 ition
we plan is to impose additional constraints upon the test cases that are
generated , with such constra ints being determi ned for the specifi c compiler
to be tested. These constra i nts woul d be similar to the context-sensitive
restrictions of the defined language and form an adj unct to them . Their
propriety would be determi ned through actual exami nation of the obj ect
code produced by the compiler under test. Note that the ease of imposing
such conditions upon test cases generated by the Synthesizer is another
illustration of the power of an automated system of test case generation. - -
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4. A TEST GENERATOR DESIGN

It is very important to realize that the compiler test case generator
‘5 system design presented in this section is meant to provide a framework in

which implementation and experimentation can be reasonably pursued. The
des ign is gi ven in gener al terms and often di scusses alterna t ive imp l ementation
options. The emphasis is on proposing an automated compiler test generation
procedure that can be implemented with ease and is readily changed , that is
unders tanda ble , and that is adaptable; the proposed system is meant to encourage
experimentation in order that better formulations of the test case problem

— can be found, improved heuri stics developed , ever greater automation ach ieved ,
etc. It is imagined that a number of improvement phases wi ll be needed to
produce a production system; only a first step in this process has been taken
in performance of this contract.

This desire to be practical has sometimes led to suggestions that user
participation be provided in the design even though heuristics to accomplish
similar things can be imagined. In general , this has occurred where the
value of the known heuristi c is uncertain and the cost of implementation is
obviously high.

4.1 The Synthesizer

The Synthesizer is a program that generates test case programs, from a
given grammar, that meet given syntactic requirements, or constra ints. The
design presented here is one that was developed to lend itself to an initial
implemen tation at reasona b le cos t, when the s imp ler heur i stics are used , and
that can be incrementally extended , as discussed in this section , as the need
for such extension is established . The design provides a useful implementation

framework for experimentation and further research.

The strategies and heuristics proposed for the Synthesizer are largely
adapted from those that have ap peared in the A l l i tera ture . However , this
material ordinarily did not give general pri nciples and certainly was not
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The overall nature of the CBS algorithm is one of expanding a (syntax
class) node of the partial tree by choosing a production case for that syntax
class , thereby extending the partial tree one step; then choosing the next

‘5 node to expand from those unexpanded nodes still In the partial tree, Includ ing
any unexpanded nodes just created by the imediately prior expansion step;
then expanding the node thus selected ; and on and on. A tree is thus built
by expanding nodes in accordance with the synthesis gramar and constraints
given .

The top level pro gram of thi s al gorithm , called CBS-SYNTHESIZE, is given
in Program Design Language form in Figure 6 . The program f i rst reads the
synthes is grammar , the set of cons traints , and the set of constra int definiti ons.
A part ial tree i s formed that cons i s ts of a sin gle node , the root node of the
synthes i s grammar; the gi ven inpu t cons tra ints are then bound to this root
node. CBS-EXPAND-NEXT-NODE is then called to set the solution search in motion ;
it wi l l  return onl y after a solu tion tree has been found , the tree returned
then being compl ete, or the search failed to find a solution , in which case the

tree returne d is incom ple te.

The CBS-EXPAND-NEXT-NODE procedure, Figure 7 , is used recursively, with
an invocation of CBS-EXPAND-NEXT-NODE being created for each node that is
being expande d. The p rocedure achi eves exhaus ti veness by cycl ing throu gh all
possible case expansions (selected through POSSIBLE-CASE-LIST and generated
by the COMPUTE-POSSIBLE-CASE-LIST function) for its argument node before
back ing up. At each expansion step , the augmented tree i s tes ted to determ ine
i ts compl iance with the cons tra ints that appl y to the node being expan ded.
Constraints are distributed through the partial tree by PROPAGATE-CONSTRAINTS-
FROM , while COMPUTE-PARTIAL-EVAL-RESULTS determines constraint truth or
falsity at the argument node and also reduces the constraint expression for
the case selection made.

0
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deal ing with thi s spec ifi c probl em. The bas ic al gor ithm used here i s an
improved version of the general backtrack paradigm presented in [Golomb and
Baumert 1965] and [Bitner and Reingold 1975]. While the idea of constraint
propagation was prompted by [Stailma n and Sussman 19761, the use of part ial
eva luation , al though it has appeared in other contexts (e.g., [Lombardi and
Raphael 1964]), in constraint propagation is thought to be new. The approach

- - appear ing here for expans ion order and case selec tion is a compos ite product
drawn from many sources; however, the ideas of least commi tment in [Sacer doti
1977) and least constraint in [Maziack 1976] were especially infl uential .
Backup methods discussed here drew heavily upon the work of [Sussman and
Mc Dermott 1972] and [Stailman and Sussman 19761 in attempting to design
backup so as learn from errors and to make use of dependency relationships.

The us e of chronolog ical back track ing was adopted in the Synthesizer
because its clarity provides an implementation and conceptual model that is
readily understandable. We bel ieve that a workable system can be developed
in this framework. (Note that [Gerhart and Yelowitz 1976] discuss ideas that
apply to proving assertions about backtrack algorithms.) It is recognized
that this type of backtracking is Imperfect (e.g., [Sussman and Mc Dermott
1972]) in that it undoes decisions that could be retained. However, we do
suggest ways in which the effect of prior decisions can be retained for use
in tree regeneration after backup, and an inherent problem in chronological

backtracking is thereby partially overcome. It is our opinion that a Syn-

thesizer using the backtracking methods we propose can achieve adequately

efficient performance.

The following discussion uses several terms that need definitiun. A

derivation tree contains nodes that represent either terminal or non-terminal

symbols of the synthesis grammar; nodes associated with terminal symbols will

be called terminal nodes, while nodes associated with non-terminal symbols will

be called non-terminal nodes. A complete (derivation) tree can then be defined

as a tree whose lea f nodes are al l  term inal nodes , while a partial tree is one
that contains one or more leaf nodes that are non-terminal nodes. A non-term-

in~l leaf node Is referred to as an unexpanded node, since it must be expanded

before a complete tree can be obtained.
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This means that a complete derivation tree is one that does not contain
unexpanded nodes. An expanded node is then a non-terminal node that is not
a leaf node; that is, an expanded node is an interior node (by virtue of the

‘5 
fact that a case selection has already been made for it).

The Algorithm

A simple Synthesizer algorithm would generate complete derivation trees
in some fixed order, testing each until one satisfying all constraints was
produced. Unfortunately, th is sc heme is compu tational l y unfeasi ble. Our
Constrained Backtrack Synthesis (CBS) algorithm attempts to be computationally
efficient enough to be practical. It seeks to do this by evaluating constraints
on the derivation tree as it is being generated (and so is only a partial tree)
rather than tes ting for cons tra int sa tisfac tion onl y after a comp le te tree
had been generated. By evaluating constraints as each new partial tree
elemen t is generate d , it becomes possible to quickly detect decisions that
cannot lead to satisfactory derivation trees; thus large parts of the potential
search space can be el iminated from consideration and computational efficiency
thereby enhanced.

The al gorithm also attempts to improve performance through a method of
constraint propagation (and its related system of partial evaluation). When
deal ing with root node cons tra ints and comp le te trees , it is natural to
appl y the cons train ts to the complete cand idate tree and so to dec ide whether
this candidate tree was a solution or not. When dealing with partial trees,

of course , it also is possible that a constraint will depend upon an unexpended
node for its value and so have an undetermined result. But in any case, as
l ong as cons traints are app l ied str ic tly to the root node, all the cons tra ints
mus t be evalua ted for each new case of node genera tion , an unappealingly
slow procedure. Thus constraint propagation is introduced to distribute the

• constraints through the partial tree in order that only those constraints
pertinent to a particular part of the subtree need be evaluated at a given

node. The nature of the propagation method is such that if the propagated

constraints are satisfied , then the or ig inal root node constra ints are also
certain to be satisfied. -
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Detection that an expansion step will lead to a failure , as shown by
an element in the PARTIAL-EVAL-RESULT-LIST being #FALSE or the EXCEEDS-LIMITS

‘5 
condition being met, causes backup. The selection of the decision point from
which to restart the search Is made by the SCAPEGOAT-NODE function , wh ich
returns the node to which retreat is to be made. The recursive chain of
CBS-EXPAND-NEXT-NODE invocations is then unwound until the invocation is
found that was expanding this node (i.e., the invocation for which this is
the current node). CONTRACT and UNPROPAGATE-CONSTRAINTS-FROM do the step-
by-step reduction of the partial tree needed to restore its state to that
which existed when expansion of the scapegoat node was last done.

The total process terminates when a complete tree Is found , as determined
by IS-COMPLETE, for the algorithm insures that a complete tree is a solution ,
with the recursion being entirely rewound back to CBS-SYNTHESIZE and a
solution tree returned as a value. The total process may also fail to find
a solu tion because of incons i stent cons tra ints and/or syn thes is grammar ,
algor i thmic fai l ings , or violating some overall computational limit. Such
events will be recorded.

We should note here that the search method used is largely determined by
the manner in which nodes are selected for expansion (as embodied in the NEXT-
NODE-TO-EXPAND-OF function); It may be depth-first, breadth-first, or some
mixed strategy. This choice and many other design considerations are discussed
In detail in what follows. However, before treat ing these matters at length,
we complete the description of the essentially utility functions.

The IS-COMPLETE function is given a node and is to return true if the
argument node is a root-node and the tree of which it is the root is complete
(I.e., a tree devoid of unexpanded nodes), or fal se otherwise. In the

• Interest of computational efficiency, it is expected that this function will
be implemented so that it need not actually scan the given subtree for complete-
ness. If unexpanded nodes are held in a stack, then a node that is a root node
Is complete i-f the stack Is empty. A similar result is accomplished by
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maintaining a count of yet unexpanded nodes; EXPAND will augment this number

each time it adds an unexpanded node to the partial tree and reduce it -for
the node being expanded , while CONTRACT will reduce the count whenever it
removes unexpanded nodes. In either form of implementation , the question of

comp le teness is answered direc tly and need not be compu ted.

The EXPAND function is given an unexpanded node (which belongs to a
particular syntax class) and a case of the synthesis grammar that applies
to that node class. From this , it extends the current unexpanded leaf node

to nodes -for the given case production of the gramar. That is , this is the
tree building function. In addition to its primary tree building role ,

EXPAND per forms subs idi ary bookkeepin g, rela ted to the state of the tree ,
for the IS-COMPLETE and EXCEEDS-LIMITS functions (see the descriptions of
those other functions for an explanation of that bookkeeping).

The CONTRACT function is the inverse of EXPAND; the role of CONTRACT is
to return the partial tree to the state it enjoyed just before the matching
EXPAND was performed. CONTRACT is called whenever backup is being conducted ,
and each call will restore one node, the ar gumen t node , to Its unexpan ded
state. CONTRACT also performs a subsidiary bookkeeping role for IS-COMPLETE
and EXCEEDS-LIMITS (as described in the descriptions of those functions).

The UNPROPAGATE-CONSTRAINTS-FROM function is activated in tandem with

(i.e., just be-fore) CONTRACT as part of the backup process. Its effect is to
remove any cons tra ints that had been pro pagated to othe r nodes from the
argument node (by PROPAGATE-CONSTRAINTS-FROM). This function is thus an

inverse of PROPAGATE-CONSTRAINTS-FROM. -

Node Ex pans ion Order ing

To make the Synthesizer search procedures computationally reasonable , it

L 

is necessary for the NEXT-NODE-TO-EXPAND-OF function to make good guesses when

choosing the next node to expand and/or to avoid bad ones ; good decisions

can lea d quickl y to a solu tion , wh i le bad decis ions may not be capa b le of
leadin g to a solution at all or may lead to a solution only after excessive

computational effort has been expended. Thus , the nature of the problem is such
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that much of the ensuing discussion is presented from the negative position

of avoiding bad , rather than doing good. If enough bad decisions can be
avo ided , then the process will be abl e to stumble upon a solution within

‘5 the computational limits imposed. It shoul d be obvious that the method
used for improving the selection process must then be one that is computa-
tionally more efficient than the simpler method that is being replaced ;
that is, care must be exercised to insure that legitimate optimizations are
being provided.

A very simple expansion algorithm is to expand nodes in a strict left-
to—right order; that is , the leftmost unexpanded node of the partial derivation
tree is always the one selected next for expansion. Such an algorithm falls
into the depth-first category. This algorithm has several attractive
attributes; it is very easy to understand , it can eas ily be implemented
efficiently, it generates the tree in a prefix order that corresponds to
the generally expected node order called for in SEMANOL sequence expressions,
and the theoretical properties of this method have been frequently studied.
Unfor tunately , the algorithm was found inefficient in many synthesis examples
that were examined . We are thus led to conclude that it is not adequate for
a workable Synthesizer.

In seeking better algorithms , we were lar gel y infl uenced by a few genera l
heuristic principles. The first was the notion of selecting heavily constrained
nodes for expansion before more lightly constrained nodes. An argument along
this line in (Golomb and Baumert 1965] is justified on the basis of information
theory, and leads to the conclusion that “all other things being equal , it is
more efficient to make the choice from the set with fewest elements”. An
intuitive argument for this position can be made by observing that the greater
the degree of constraint , the fewer the derivation trees that can be extended
from this node and hence need be considered. Thus it is relatively quickly
learned whether the heavily constrained node can be part of a solution or not.
If not, backup is induced quickly and computational time thus reduced. If this
node can be par t of a solu ti on , the most cons trained par t has a l rea dy been found
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and it should be relatively easier to find solutions for the less constrained
nodes yet to be expanded (since they have proportionately more satisfying
options). How one measures constraint degree in a practica l , yet precise ,

‘5 manner is unknown to us (s ince the rou gh definitions given here impl y that
measurement is equivalent to extend ing al l poss ibl e su btrees) , but the idea
can be informally applied. 

-

The second general heuristic principle used in this project recognizes
that the nature of context-free grammars and constraints is such that a

• decision dependency exists. Making one decision can greatly infl uence various
other decision possibilities. The dependencies appear to be substantially
hierarchical in structure in that some expansion decisions are more important
than ot hers ; that is , they act to constrain other expansion decisions. It
is this type of situation that is discussed in [Sacerdoti 1977], wherein it
is pointed out that some decisions can be delayed and that , indeed, to make the
choice early is to follow an inefficient pol icy. The general idea ‘is that if,
for example , de ...sion B depends upon decision A , decision A ought to be made
first and so allowed to constrain decision B. The argument for this policy is
then much like that ~f the previous paragraph. The intention is to:

1. make fundamental choices early, and then fol l ow thei r dependency
chains to determine if they can be part of a solution or lead to a
contradiction . In particular , this can then lead to qu ick bac kup
and rejection of incorrect expansion choices.

2. defer less important decisions , waiting until all applicabl e
constraints have been computed.

These principles can be (at least partly) realized in several ways, some

of which are described in what follows . As the grammar drives the expansion

p rocess , this is done in all cases by augmenting the grammar with information

that can be used to guide the selection of nodes for expansion .
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One way in wh ich the grammar can be augmen ted to con trol the node
selection process is by denoting the expansion order of the non-terminal
elements appearing on the right side of any production . The selection

‘5 algorithm contemplated would then select among sibling nodes on the basis of
this ordering relationship; it would also forward this relative ordering to
descenden t nodes whose expans ion , wi thin the inherited order, woul d be
governe d by the order ing spec if ied for the i r p roduc tions , etc. This method
provides a way in which decision dependency can be communicated to the
expansion algorithm. A variation of this type of scheme would allow the user
to impose an expansion priority order, based on syntax class membersh ip,
upon the process. Here the user would associate with each syntactic class
a priority , and eac h step in the expans ion process woul d sel ect the le ftmos t
node from those having the highest priority . In either of these methods , it
is quite possible for ordering relationships or syntactic class rankings to
be only partially given ; thus the task of annotating the grammar can be made
a simple task.

Both of these methods have been tried with simple grammars and constraint
sets, and both have proven superior to a simple right- to-left ordering method.
They are also only a little more difficult to implement than a left-to-right
algorithm. For instance, it is possible to implement all three methods
discussed with stack methods. For strict left-to-right expansion , unexpan ded
nodes would be pushed onto a stack from right-to-left for the production case
chosen; the topmost (i.e., leftmost) node is then expanded with the consequence
that its stack entry is replaced (popped) by inserting (pushing) the unexpanded

nodes resulting from the expansion of this topmost node . The ordering method
discussed first above varies this only in that the unexpanded nodes are pushed
onto the stack to reflect the user ordering rather than in a simple right-to-
left order. The priority scheme essentially expands the method to require that
a stack be provided for each priority value . Unexpanded nodes are then
distributed across these stacks on the basis, of their priority and are
selected always from the top of the highest priority non-empty stack.
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A third possibility was also considered in this project. It would
assign expansion condition expressions to syntactic classes ; evaluation of

‘5 this expansion condition to true for a given node makes it a candidate for
expans ion , and the leftmost node of those having true conditions would then be
selected. (Some default rule would be operative if no condition evaluated to
true.) Such a scheme allows greater discrimination to be expressed about node
expansion order than would the previous two methods ; thus a user is abl e
to more fully convey knowledge of dependencies to the Synthesizer program.
Conditions need not be generalized for each syntactic class , but can be
evaluated with regard to the state of the partial derivation tree presently being
generated. This advantage comes at a great cost. Its implementation would
be much more d ifficul t than for the other methods presented , and would requi re
the addition of at least one new SEMANOL primitive. It woul d also be very
costly to use since expansion conditions must continually be evaluated , so
the efficiency of the method is suspect. And finally, the preparation of
expansion conditions , wh ich now would need to be done manuall y, pl aces a great
burden upon the user. We presently would not consider this an attractive
choice; we do suggest that the syntactic class priority scheme be used in a
Synthes izer im pl ementat ion.

Case Selec tiOn

Once a node for expansion has been chosen, it then i s necessar y to selec t
the case from the synthesis grammar which is to be used for tha t node ’s
expansion. In the CBS algorithm discussed here, cases are sequen ti al l y
selected from a list of possibl e cases that has been formed by the COMPUTE-
POSSIBLE-CASE-LIST function. It is thus the role of COMPUTE-POSSIBLE-CASE-
LIST to order the case possibilities as advantageously as possible and , if

i t can , to eliminate those cases that ought not to be tried. The resulting
ordered l ist of case possibilities is associated with the (current) node
argument, and the l ist is accessible by use of the POSSIBLE-CASE-LIST function .
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The ability to make good case selections is obviously very critical to
the success of the Synthes izer , although the relative importance of case
selec tion can be reduced if expans ion nodes are selec ted par~icularly well.
That is , node selec tion and case selec tion together w il l lar gel y determ ine
how efficiently test case synthesis i~ performed; good performance in one

area w i l l  somewhat obv iate the need for good per formance in the other. In
the following we consider ways in which case selection might be done.

In consi der ing case sel ec tion techn iq ues , an ef for t has been made dur ing
project performance to establish general principles upon which heuristics
could be based. One principle Is based on failure cost estimation , where cos t
is expressed in terms of computational time , and seeks to estimate a failure
cos t for each case that mig ht be selec ted . If we assum e that the node for
which this analysis is being attempted is part of a tree which can be extended
to a solu tion , it is then possible to apply the CBS algorithm (incl uding
some form of case sel ection) to determ ine (1)  whether a gi ven case is par t of
a success or failure and (2) how long it takes (i.e., the cost) to determine

if a case is a failure. T~ic , of course , is what the CBS algorithm is designed

~to do; it also means that the failure cost of any selection is constant in a
given situation , and that the probability of success or failure is either
O or 1 for a given case. However, s ince determ in ing thes e actual valu es can
hardly reduce computational time , the question is whether a useful estimated
failure cost can be computed at a reasonable expense. The estimated failure
cost in this case becomes the product of the likelihood of the case failing
and the cost of detecting such a failure . The intention would be to order
cases such that those of low estimated failure cost would be tried before those

wi th hi gher es timated cos ts. It appears that case fa i lure cos t es timates
might be (1) inferred from the constraints , (2) supplied by the user , or
(3) based upon past Synthesizer performance. Past performance estimates may
do no more than reveal a systematic bias in the way constraints were being
constructed or simply reflect the inherent pattern of the Synthesizer
algorithm but, even so , such informa tion could be automaticall y col lec ted
and , because of its ready collectibility , might be found marginally effective.
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Otherwise , the cost of finding a case selection failure is presumed to be
best estimated from its apparent subsequent expansion compl exity . The cost
for cases of singl e el ements woul d be expected to be less tha n for more
lengthy productions; for exampl e, given

a :~~> <b> case l
=> <c> <d> case 2

it mi ght reasonably be assumed that the computation to fi nd a failure in
case 1 would be less than for case 2. And certainly cases i nvolving recursion
should probably be considered more costly than those without. It thus seem s
that some use of this i dea mi ght be made part of an automated procedure ,
although how such a procedure migh t be infl uenced by the constraints app lied

• or a given run could not be devised by us. Letti ng the user provide cost
estimates is , of course, an accepted way of mergi ng user intelli gence
with that of a computer program to increase the power of the overall process.

A second pri ncipl e appropriate to case sel ection is that of choosing
the case that will l east constrain subsequent case decisions. For exampl e,
if choosing line numbers that mus t be ordered and are assi gned in left-to-
ri ght order , then this pri ncipl e woul d cause . the smallest remai ni ng line
nianber to be selected each time . This pri ncipl e di rectly seeks to identify
good choices , and so compl ements failure cost analysis (which seeks to reduce
the cost of bad choices); its general idea was al so discussed with regard
to node expa nsion order in this report. It shoul d be noted that this
approach has been elegantl y empl oyed in the crossword puzzl e generator
described in [Maziack 1976]. However, there is no simpl e impl ementation
that will serve the Synthesizer.

Actual case sel ection design for the Synthesizer considered several
possibilities at some length . A very simpl e design is to sel ect cases in
the order In which they are written In the synthesis grammar, and to then
arrange the gramar so as to reflect whatever insti ncts exist relati ve to

the way in which cases ought to be sel ected. This might be done once ,
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or repeatedly so as to incl ude info rmation about the dynamic state of the
current derivation tree; it mi ght be done manually by the usir or auto-
mati cally as a consequence of Synthesizer experience (or inference , if that

- ‘5 becomes possible). The impl ementation would then become correspondi ngly
simpl e or complex.

An alternate desi gn i nvestigated was one that -is based on look-ahead.
The idea behind look-ahead is that (1) trial extensions of the current partial
tree woul d be made for each candi date case , (2) each trial extension would
be evaluated , and (3) the cases woul d be ordered on the basis of that
evaluation. Since each production of the synthesis gramma r ordinarily has
only a few cases , a look-ahea d procedure involving a small number of steps
should be computationally manageable (e.g., a two step look-ahead process
for a grammar uni formly having three cases per production need consider no
more than 12 partial extensions). Thus a limi ted amount ur breadth— first
analysis is done in order to improve the choice of a case for depth oriented
extension .

Now it is always possible that this trial extension process will lead
directl y to constraints evaluating to #TRUE or #FALSE , and so will itsel f
find sol utions or cases tha t need not be considered further, respectively.
However , if this is not so, the trial extensions mus t be eval uated in
heuristic terms, probably on the basis of some estimate of constraint degree.
A measure developed for two step look-ahead woul d estimate constraint degree
as the proportion of failures to possibl e cases at step two; the hi gher the
ratio , the greater the degree of constraint and the less appealing is the
parent case. The step one case with the l owest ratio woul d then be placed
at the head of the POSSIBLE-CASE-LIST , the one with the next lowest ratio
second in the list , and so on. Since frequently #TRUE or #FALSE values
will not be determi r1abl e, this look-ahead ordering will often refl ect littl e
more than the case ordering of the synthesis grammar. The degree to which —

this forecasting method will actually Improve case sel ection can only be
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determined by experience. It cl early incurs a substantial expense in
performing the trial extensions to the partial tree, and a similar expense
as the effects of the trial extensions are undone. (In effect, each
trial extension is treated in the same way as is a failure in the centra l

‘5 CBS algorithm.) It shoul d also be observed that the power of look-ahead
will be improved whenever the ability of partial eval uation to detect
success and failure is enhanced .

The CBS algorithm performs an initial case ordering and simpl y cycles
through the pre-ordered list until a solution is found or the list is exhausted.
It is recognized that this procedure is deficient in that it fails to
reconsider case order when a sel ected case fails. It woul d be better, as
discussed by [Sussman-McDermott 1972] and -others , to use the information gained
in conducting a failing search for added guidance when selecting the next
case. In future designs , this will be given greater attention at the case
level . However, the current al gori thm does use this type of information
when backing up as explained elsewhere in this report . The emphasis is thus
placed upon using this information in node sel ection and only indirectl y
does it appl y to case selection .

In an initial Synthesizer impl ementation , it is expected that case
sel ection woul d be done in the same order as the cases are given in the synthesis
grammar. At the same time , user attention can be given to the grammar so
that it will be (at least partially) organized to expedite good case sel ection .
Subsequent versions can then consider look-ahead methods if the need becomes
evident and further analysis of look-ahead argues for its efficiency .
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Constraint Propagation and Partial Eval uation

The routines i nvolved in constraint propagation are COMPUTE-PARTIAL-
‘5

EVAL-RESULTS and PROPAGATE-CONSTRAINTS-FROM . Together they are intended to
reduce the computation time required to eval uate constraints , essentially
by (1) reducing the conditions to be tested for at each expansion step to
only those that are pertinent at that point and (2) avoiding recomputation of
values that were fixed by previous decisions. As will be seen, much of thi s i s
done by the COMPUTE-PARTIAL-EVAL-RESULTS function. However, this function
also impl ements a search optimi zation that we call partial evaluation. The
advantage of partial eval uation is that it can be appl i ed to i ncompl ete
deri vation trees, rather than requiring trees to be fully expanded , with the
special advantage that partial trees that cannot possibly be extended to
sol utions can be recognized; this early recognition can thereby be used
to avoid useless computation .

COMPUTE-PARTIAL-EVAL-RESULTS successively eval uates each el ement of the
set of constraints that are bound to the argument node it is given . Each
of these constraints is a SEMI4NOL boolean expression . In some cases, all

the nodes referred to In the eval uation process will already have been
expanded ; in these cases the bool ean expression can be fully evaluated and
so will have the value #TRUE or #FALSE. More commonly, unexpanded nodes
will be encountered in the evaluation ; in these cases , some parts of the
expression cannot be evaluated because of incomplete information . Thus a
simpl e #TRUE or #FALSE cannot be returned; ins tead, a new boolean expression
will be returned that, when eval uated on any partial tree extended from
the present partial tree, will be 1/TRUE if and only if the original node
constraint woul d be #TRUE for the same partial tree. This constra i nt
reduction process will lead to constraints that are more quickl y eval uated

- 

- due to their inclusion of information about case sel ection tha t was not
embodied in the Initial node constraint. The resul ts of constraint
evalua tion (i.e., #TRUE , #FALSE , or a new bool ean constraint) are placed
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in a list , accessed by use of PARTIAL-EVAL—RESULTS -LIST, tha t is associated
wi th the argument node .

‘5 An algebra analogy to partial eva l uation may help get the basic idea
across. Suppose that it is desired to partially evaluate the relation
(x+y+z)=6. If x=l , y=2, and z=3 , the partial evaluation can complete ,
returning the answer #TRUE. But suppose x is not yet defi ned , while y and z
are as before. Then the resul t of partial eval uation is the relational
expression x = 1 wh i ch may be true or false, depending on the ul tima te value
of x. One thing certain , however, is that as long as y and z maintain their

val ues of 2 and 3, respectively, (x+y+z)=6 is true if and only if x 1  is
H true.

We shoul d point out that the boolean constraints bei ng eval ua ted here
may use the full range of SEMANOL opera tors . Partial evaluatio n is thus

a compl ex process that mus t deal with a wide variety of expression possibilities .
It does not deal only with expressions composed of boolean operands and sub-
expressions . Neverthel ess , it is expected that not all SEMANOL operators
need be provided in an initial impl ementation since some are viewed as
unlikel y to appea r in compiler test case constraints .

The process of evaluation for constraints is essentially one of appl ying
SEMANOL functions , constraints or constraint definitions , to nodes of a
derivation (i.e., parse) tree . Such func tions may, of course , invoke other
functions , etc . When all the argument nodes i nvolved in evaluating a
constraint are already expanded in the partial tree, evaluation is no
di fferent than it is otherwise for SEMANOL boolean expressions , and a value
of #TRUE or 1/FALSE can be determi ned . However , when unexpanded nodes are
encountered in the evaluation process , a function applied to that node does
not yet have a defined value . In this situation , partial evaluation will

construct a new boolea n expression that , when eval uated on any extension of
the current partial tree, will be 1/TRUE if and only if the original constraint
bound to the current node is 1/TRUE for the same extended tree. This new
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constrai nt may refer to different parts of the tree than the constraint
from which it Is deduced , constitute a substantially different expression

‘5 than its antecedent, etc . It will be a constraint that can be more quickly
eval uated , since It incl udes information about the current case decision
that the earlier constraint coul d not know. The new constraints are formulated
wi th full understandi ng of the current partial tree, and so can natu rally be

- - 

simpl i fied. Consider the simpl e al gebraic exampl e gi ven earlier and the
constraint that (value (x)+value(y)+value(z))>6 hol d at the current-node ;
partial eval uation woul d attempt to form the sum , but woul d be thwarted at the

unexpanded node corresponding to x. The value of the sum would thus be 5+

- 
- 

val ue(x), and a transformed bool ean expression 5+value(x)>6 coul d readily
-
• 

be associated wi th the x node as a constraint.

Since constrai nts are not allowed (in this desi gn) to re fer to SEMA NOL
global va riables , the values of constraints are always grounded upon the
nodes of the parse tree . This means that i ncomplete evalua tion will include
references to unexpanded nodes , and that these references will necessarily
stand for themsel ves at that time . Partial evalua tion , when it cannot lead
to 1/TRUE or 1/FALSE, will thus lead to SEMANOL expressions that include
SEMANOL constants and operators and one or more functional expressions that
apply to unexpanded nodes of the partial tree. As suggested earlier , partial
evaluation will follow essentially the same procedure as does the current
SEMANOL system, with a natural augmentation for i ncompl ete evaluation being
added. The matter of how these mi xed expressions can be simpl ified
was not a major topic of i nvesti gation in this project since the constraint
expressions are not generally expected to be arithmetic in character. If
ari thmetic simpl i fication shoul d appear to be of benefi t to the Synthesizer,
the Ideas of systems such as Reduce 2 [Hea rn 1971] woul d be evaluated.

It shoul d be observed that SEMANOL operators, such as #SEQIJENCE-OF-NODES-

IN , that take nodes as arguments, but require complete subtrees for their
eval uation,must be treated specially. A general method of treating these

- - 
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cases is to delay eval uation of 1/SEQUENCE—OF-NODES-IN until all subno des
are expanded. However , special cases can be handled more efficiently.

‘5 - For ins tance,

1/FOR-ALL y #IN (#SEQUENCE—OF-NODES-IN cn) 1/IT-IS-TRUE-THAT (B(y)),

where B(y) is a boolean expression , is #FALSE if B(y) is 1/FALSE at any
expanded node , and is unaffected by the existence of remaini ng unexpanded
nodes . In particular , if B(cn) is #FALSE , then the expression is 1/FALSE;
we bel i eve this will often be the case and tha t a resul ti ng efficiency can
be real i zed . A similar economy is possible when the SEMANOL #THERE- EXISTS
opera tor replaces 1/FOR-ALL , al though then the 1/TRUE condition is the one
that can be detected from an incompl ete tree.

There are additional optimi zations that ha ve been identi fied for
possibl e inclusion in a Synthesizer. If the partial eva luato r can assume
no evalua tion side— effects (a valid assumption ), it can optimize partial
eval uation of the bool ean binary opera tors . For exampl e, suppose it is
called upon to partially eval uate

expl #OR exp2 .

It may turn out that expl evaluates to #TRUE and that exp2 cannot be -

fully evaluated because of references to unexpanded nodes . Then, the whol e

1/OR expression shoul d partially evaluate to 1/TRUE as well. The only
possible pitfall of this technique resul ts if exp2 coul d later eval uate to
1/ERROR or 1/UNDEFINED. The constraint genera tor (human or machine) must
guarantee that this cannot happen .

The #TH ERE-EXISTS operator and similar user-defi ned #DFs provide an
opportunity for partial precomputation which can hel p the evaluation process.
Suppose there is a node x with a node constraint of the form
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#THERE-EXISTS y 1/IN (1/SEQUENCE-OF-NODES-IN x) 1/SUCH THAT (y 1/IS <abc>)

‘5

for some arbitra ry syntactic class <abc> . If it is true that only some
cases of x can have subnodes of class <abc> , then these are the only cases
that can evaluate to #TRUE. A Synthesizer precomputation coul d be done to
discover , for each syntactic class , which syntacti c classes can be subnodes .
Then the partial eval uator can return 1/FALSE for any expression of the
above form which cannot possibly be satisfied . The optimization represents
a concrete realization of the dependency pri nci pl e descriI~ed In general terms
earlier .

The impl ementation of a partial evaluation method woul d borrow heavily
from the existing SEMANOL Executer program . The data structures and many
of the subrouti nes coul d be adapted to use in the Synthesizer with littl e
change . The major changes would be in the main control logic , which woul d
need to deal wi th arguments that have only been partially evaluated , and
in the operator routines that deal with node or sequence of node arguments
and/or resul ts. Still , the reliance upon SEMANOL primi tives woul d greatly

aid Synthes izer impl ementation .

The PROPAGATE-CONSTRAINTS-FROM function compl etes the constraint
propagation process begun by COMPUTE-PARTIAL- EVAL-RES IJLTS . Partial evaluation
causes a partial resul t (1/TRUE, 1/FALSE , or boolean constraint) to be
computed for each constraint associated with the current node . The role of
PROPAGATE-CONSTRAINTS-FROM is to pass these partial resul ts to unexpanded
nodes in the tree, while insuring that satisfaction of the propagated
constraints implies satisfaction of the curren t node constraints . #TRUE
partial values are not propagated , and #FALSE values have caused backup to

- 

- begin as shown i n  the main  CBS al gori thm, so some reduction in constraints
is taking place . Furthermo re , constra ints  are propaga ted on the basis that —

the present case selection is i ndeed a correct one; thus constraints become

more specifi c, and ,consequently, more quickly eval uated.
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The propagation al gorithm developed in this project can be exp l a i n e d
with the following notation . Let cn be the node desi gnato r for the current
node which , i n  the CBS al gorithm , is the most recentl y expanded node of

‘5 the current partial tree , pt. Let c(x) represent a node constraint which is
to be propagated from cn , and B(d1, d2 ,dk ) be the resul t of pa rtially
evaluating c(x) when bound to cn in pt. Each d1 is a node designato r for an
unexpanded node in pt (k > 1 since this is an i ncompletel y evaluated bool ean
expression). Note that the d~ need not be disti nc t and that they generally
need not designate the subnodes of cn .

The propagation algori thm determi nes the first node of (d 1 ) that is to
be expande d by the CBS al gori thm , call ft d~. - (This clairvoyance can be

• achieved in several ways , as discussed shortly). It then converts B(d1, d2,
,dk) into a node constraint upon d~ by substituting for each d1 a SEMANOL

node-valued expression , wi th free variable x , wh i ch eval uates to the node
desi gnated by d

~ 
when x is bound to d~. Such an expression can always be

easily produced since d
~ 

and d~ both designate nodes in some fixed subtree
of pt (and SEMANOL provides tree walking opera tors). The node constraint
thereby formed is then associated wi th node d~. This process guarantees that
the propagated constraint evaluates to #TRUE at d~ if and only if c(x)
evaluates to 1/TRUE at cn for any extension of pt.

The requi rement that ~~ an el ement of an arbitrary set of nodes , can

be predicted can be met in di fferent ways dependi ng upon the compl exity of
the node sel ection al gorithm being used . For ins tance :

1. If a strict left—to-ri ght expansion order is used , then the
leftmost node of any set of unexpa nded nodes will be the fi rs t
one of the set to be sel ected for expansion.

2. If one of the priori ty schemes discussed is used , then there
is still an algorithmi c method , certainly more complicated
than the one above , that can be used. In either of these two
cases , all tha t is necessary is tha t the al gori thm for node

selection be known to the constraint propagator as wel l as the
node selector.
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3. If a more sophisticated expansion order scheme Is used , it
may become necessary to propaga te the constraints to all nodes
of the set , and then withdra w the constraints once a first member
is sel ected . Prediction is then replaced by bookkeeping, but

‘5 the validity of the method is unchanged .

Search Limi ting

The CBS—EXPAND-NEXT-NODE function activa tes the EXCEEDS-LI MITS function
each time a new case expansion is tried. EXCEEDS-LIMITS returns true if the
partial tree argument exceeds some size cri teria , or false if the partial
tree is within bounds . The purpose of EXCEEDS-LIMITS is to make the search
space finite in such a way that termination may be proved in theory and
insure d in practice . The way of finding bad expansion paths described so
far is through the partial evaluation of constraints that yiel d a 1/FALSE
result; the partial tree upon which this occurs is then known incapabl e
of being extended to a solution . Ordinarily, constraints do not deal with
the size of the deri vation tree (even indi rectly) . Thus recurs ive loops may
be entered , for ins tance , that will not terminate within a reasonabl e
computational time (or maybe not at all). The EXCEEDS-LIMITS function seeks
to Impose simpl y determi ned heuri s tics that can overcome unproductive
search patterns ; in effect , it introduces new constraints that are di rected
toward the computational process itsel f rather than directl y with the natu re
of the desired output.

A simpl e limiting test can be based upon the number of nodes , expanded
and non-expa nded, that exist in the partial tree. If the node count exceeds
some specifi c limit , then this path is abandoned and backup induced. This
method rests on the fact that a program to be generated is generally meant
to be a concise test of some language feature, and that the number of nodes
In a deri vation tree is reasonably rel a ted to a test program ’s size. So
if a partial tree Is being generated in a modera tely economical way, the

process is allowed to conti nue ; otherwise , that path will be termi na ted .
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A variation , or augmentation , of this form of limi t is one based
on tree depth . In this test , the distance of the leaf nodes from the
root node is determi ned and compa red with a gi ven limit val ue . The advantage
of this simpl e depth test is that it will quickly detect a left or ri ght
recursive expansion loop that seems to be running away . A refi nemen t of the
simpl e depth limi t tes t woul d permit specifi ca tion of the nesting depth to
be permitted for any gi ven syntactic class. In this case , backup woul d
occur whenever a syntactic class was repeated more than the specified number
of times in a deri vation chain reaching from a lea f node back to the root
node. The advanta ge of this form of limit test is that it is a more precise

way of detecti ng recursion probl ems .

The tests j us t described are global tests since they appl y to the root
node and the enti re partial tree then existi ng . The specification of limi t
values in these cases is easily done since global val ues are bei ng given .
Somewhat more sophisticated versions of the node number test and of the
simpl e depth test can be provided by allowi ng limi t values of either kind
to be associated with a specifi c syntactic class rather than just with the
root node . Thus the generation of certain subtrees coul d be readily
controlled . At the expense of more detailed speci fi cation , a grea ter

sel ectivity is realized .

The impl ementation of EXCEED S~LIMITS is expected to be one that
rel ies upon an inc remental computation of node or depth counts , ra ther than
upon a compl ete tree scan each ti me EXCEEDS-LIMITS is called (which is
fairl y often). The incremental computations will be perfo rmed by the EXPAND
and CONTRACT functions . As nodes are added to the tree , by EXPAND , the

global node count will be corresponding ly inc reased ; when nodes are removed ,
by CONTRACT , the count is decreased. A running node count is thereby easily
mainta ined. A similar procedure can be impl emented for the simp le depth limi t

test, except that a depth count ill be associated with each node . As nodes

are added , EXPAND wil l compute their depth , which is simpl y one greater
than the depth of the pa rent node from which they were expanded.
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CONTRACT need do nothing to depth counts (except erase them for nodes that
are removed from the partial tree). Other forms of limi t tes ting can be
treated in analogous ways . In this type of impl ementation , EXCEEDS—LIMITS
need only tes t a global node count or the depth of a descendent of the current
node argument (since the only depth related change since the last test has
resul ted from an expansion of the current node).

This type of sea rch limi ting Is especially powerful since it is easily
specified by a user and can be performed very efficiently. It thus would be
part of any Synthesizer impl ementation and , given the depth-fi rst bias of

— 
- the design presented here, we woul d expect a simpl e depth test to be part of

the initial impl ementation .

Backup

The CBS al gori thm , a fter sel ecting a node , will success ively a ttempt to
extend the current partial tree into a sol ution by trying each case possibility
for the sel ected node. However , if no case leads to a solution, then the CBS
al gori thm will return to a prior decision point in order to try some other
path . This process of retreat is cal l ed backup. Assuming a consistent
grammar and constraint set , a detected failure at some node means that a - -

-

• decision made earlier in the construction of the current partial tree
was incorrect. We refer to the node at which the most recent case decision
was made that , if rema de, woul d allow the tree to be extended to a complete
sol ution as the “cul prit” . It Is considered to be the point at which the
bad decision was made . A ‘~capegoat” is then the term used to deno te the
Synthesizer ’s guess as to the cul prit. These terms , and many ideas , have
been borrowed from [Stallman and Sussma n 1976]. The obj ective of backup
is to find scapegoats that are cul pri ts, or failing that (as we shall),
scapegoats that are good guesses as to the cul prit.
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CBS—EXPAND-NEXT—NODE invokes SCAPEGOAT -NODE to sel ect a scapegoat
when the need for backup is reco gnized . SCAPEGOAT-NODE returns a node

‘5 - 
that is a subnode of the current i ncomplete partial tree . CBS-EXPAND -
NEXT-NODE returns this scapegoat , as its value , to another ins tantiation
of the CBS-EXPAND-NEXT-NODE routi ne . The fact that the value returned
is not the root of a compl ete tree is used to identi fy this resul t as a
sca pegoat for backup. The resul t is then passed through an unwinding
series of recursive i nvocations of CBS-EXPAND-NEXT-NODE until the instantiation
is reached for which the scapegoat is the current node . In this unwi nding,
the partial tree is restored to its prior condition at each step through
the use of CONTRACT and UNPROPAGATE-CONSTRAINTS-FROM. The net resul t is
that an al ternate expa nsion can then be attempted and some set of search
possibilities can be disca rded.

One SCAPEGOAT—NODE al gorithm possibility woul d i nvolve simpl y findi ng ,
and returning as its val ue, the node most recently expanded prior to the
node from which backup is being ma de. While this requires that node
expansion order be mainta i ned for any partial deri vation tree , impl emen tation
is obviously easil y done. The effect of applying this method is always to
backup one level , and then to try the next case at tha t level . Such a
procedure will work , in that it will not miss any possible solutions , but its
i nel egance and obvious inefficiency In many cases argue for efforts to find
a more promising way .

The approach that follows is based on [Stallman and Sussman 1976] and
depends upon decision dependency . Sinc e backup is a consequence of one or
more node constraints evaluating to 1/FALSE upon each case extension to the
node in question , all nodes at which a change of case coul d alte r the truth
value of any 1/FALSE node constraint are potential cul pri ts . This set of
nodes will be called the complete dependency set, and it will be defi ned in
terms of a one-step dependency set. The one-step dependency set consists
of the followi ng unexpande d nodes :
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1. The #PARENT-NODE , since a di fferent case sol ution at the parent
node might remove the need for the subject (syntactic class) node
al together.

2. The nodes that have propagated constraints to the subject node,
sinc e a di ffe rent case selection at these nodes can change or
el imi nate the constraints placed on the subject node.

3. The nodes that are refe renced in partial evaluation of node
constraints for all possibl e case extensions (where the partial
evalua tion context agrees with that obtained when expanding
the cases for this node). Di fferent choices at any of these nodes
could a ffect the eval ua tion of constraints , and thereby change
a 1/FALSE resul t to #TRUE because of di fferent operand values .

The one-ste p dependency set can be seen to incl ude all nodes that
had an immediate effect upon constraint eval uation resul ts , and where
changes coul d lead to a di fferent consequence for the subjec t node .
Howeve r, these immediate nodes are shaped by the choices made at their one—
step dependency set nodes which , in turn, means that the subject node
is also affected by case sel ections made at these once removed nodes , etc.

So the subject node is possibly infl uenced by any member of this widening
circl e of one-step dependency sets of nodes . This wide circle of nodes is the
complete dependency set and is easily computabl e recursively from the one-
step dependency set for a given node and the compl ete dependency sets for
all nodes in that one-step dependency set (i.e., it is the union of these
sets ) . Thus all possibl e cul prit nodes are identi fied in this process.
As required , each node is one that was expanded before the subject node ;

• they all correspond to points at which decisions were made before expansion
was attempted at this node . The problem then becomes one of choosing wel l
from among these antecedent nodes the node at which to resume expansion
for a di fferent case .
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The nodes in the total dependency set can be ordered in terms of their
relative position in the node expansion order (which is always known for any

‘5 partial tree). The scapegoat search can then be conducted in inverse order;
i.e., from recent decisjons backwards to earlier ones. If any expanded nodes
in the expansion order can be bypassed (i.e., are between the subject node
and the scapegoat in the expansion order), backing up past them will obviously
save time. However, backing up past the most recently expanded member of the
total dependency set requires determining that other decisions at this most
recent decision point will not change constraint evaluation at the subject
node from #FALSE. If there are no cases still to be tried at this most recent
decision node , it is certainly safe to bypass it directly. Otherwise , we
have no heuristic to propose that would circumvent the simple procedure of
then trying the next case. Caution must be exercised in backup to avoid
discarding possibl e solutions. If a node is backed over , the CBS algorithm
will no longer attempt alternate case expansions for the backed over node ;
this means a set of partial derivation trees will no longer be formed and
tested. One does not wish to have a sol ution thrown out in this way.

We recommend selecting the most recently expanded node in the total
dependency set for the scapegoat. Efforts to make this work efficiently
should be directed at ways in which to reduce the s4ze of the total dependency
set. Improved forms of constraint propagation would clearly affect this ,
especially if constraints can be localized in application . It may also be
possible to optimize the process that identifies nodes upon which evaluation
depends so that some nodes can be ignored for which dependency does not

~ ist (despite the reference). For instance , case independent conditions , suc h
as x 1/IS <class> , may permit the referenced node to be excluded from the total
dependency set. This is an area that needs further investigation.

Finding a scapegoat when backup is induced by exceeding some form of

limi t presents a different problem , and so was not discussed in the foregoing.
Limi ts are computational constraints imposed to insure algorithmic termination .
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The dependency set in this situation consists of those previously expanded
nodes corresponding to case selections •that affect the limit being used. If

‘5 
the l imit is s imply upon the s ize of the par tial tree , than any node with
case options left that would reduce the size of the tree woul d be a possibl e
culprit. Similar dependency sets for the other limit measures mentioned in
this report could be constructed when needed. While backup In these cases Is
important in a pro duction sys tem, our interest in any prototype Synthesizer
implementation would be upon determining the reason for reaching the limit ,
which ordinarily would be unexpect&, and deciding how that could be avoided in
the future. The development of scapegoat selection heuristics can then be
based upon that exper ience.

This backup procedure results in returning to a previous decision point,
at the scapegoat node, and then attempting to extend a partial tree downward
into a sol ution. It may happen, and frequently will , that the “new ” tree
generated after backup will be (largely) identical with the one just erased
during backup. This can obviously happen if the culprit node was one that
changed the value of a constraint reference so that 1/TRUE now results rather
than #FALSE on constraint evaluation . It would be computationally beneficial
if the information gained in the first expansion trial could be used in sub-
sequent expansion efforts ; that Is , historical precedents could be retained
and failure history not repeated. This problem is called “rediscove ring
America ” in (Berliner 1973] .

It appears that the Synthesizer coul d be embellishal so that it would use
historical results to infl uence tree expansion after backup. The method
contemplated would essentially remember the tree that existed during backup,

and then bias the subsequent re-expansion in the direction of generating the
same tree as was erased. This would be accomplished by having the CONTRACT
function note the cases used for expanding any inmedlate descendent nodes , the

nodes being erased , and moving these cases~ ind ica tors to the tr imed node that
remains. As the recurs ive case decision structure is rewound back to the
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culpri t node , the cases used previously are propagated backward to their
ancestor nodes. It then would be possible to directly regenerate the partial

‘5 
tree that was era sed. However , since the use of a different case at the
culprit node may change the propagated constraints and/or dependent values , it
is unknown whether or not the prior expansion is still valid at all. Thus
the expansion steps must be performed as they otherwise would be. The improve-
ment pro pose d i s to use the remembere d cas e sel ections when form i ng the
POSSIBLE-CASE-LIST at each node. The intention is to give priority to the case
selection used previously, provided it continues to be a vali d possibility ,
and so place it first in the list. If any remembered case is found to fail
during tree regeneration, the process of giving preference to previous case
selections should probably be abandoned. But until that occurs , the expansion
process would repeat its past “succ ess ”. The improvement is thus largely
implemented in the way in which cases are ordered for expansion~. The use of
a method following this outline appears to be computationally reasonable and

thus worthy of more detailed consideration , as is further anal ysis to determine
the probable efficiency of this heuristic for test case generation.

The Synthesizer Interface

The importance of the user interface to the acceptance of any computer
program is generally recognized. In the case of Al programs, and certainly
the Synthesizer, the quality of the user interface is especially vital to
achieving useful results since the program and user are so close ly coupled in
the process. The interface discussed here is one meant for use in the develop-
ment of the Synthesizer; it is thus an interface designed for a user who is
very familiar with the internal structure of the Synthesizer. However, el ements
of this developmental interface would be retained , probably in somewhat altered
form , in any program that passed into a more public domain. Naturally, the
user interface can itself be expected to evolve as the Synthesizer design is
developed and becomes more sophisticated ; the interface given here is to be
taken as a starting point. It should be noted that the interface specifications

assume that the Synthesizer will be developed upon a Multics System (since past

SEMANOL programs were developed for Multics), but they could obviously be

modified to suit other implementation environments.
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It Is expected that Synthesizer user commands will be modeled after those
previously Implemented for the SEMANOL Executer program. Thus each command
will be packaged as a separate program and communication will be carried on
through shared Fortran COMMON blocks.

The extensive interface discussed here is obviously a substantial body
of code to Implement , most notably with regard to user trace and control
facilities. It is fel t that such an extensive interface will be needed to

S effectively support Synthesizer propram devel opment testing and, perhaps even
more importantly, to then evaluate the effectiveness of the heuristics
being used. A continuing process of heuristic improvement is to be expected.
In a sense, this means an artificial intelligence program should be able to
“explain its reasoning” to the user (Stallman and Sussman 1976]. In the
case of the Synthesizer , this means that the system should be able to list
(any or all of) its decision points together wi th relevant information (con-
straints and heuristics) that led to the decision made. This allows the user
to debug the program and gain confidence in the reasoning process. It also
hel ps determine which constraint variations make the synthesis process more
effective. There are two ways in which the Synthesizer will be able to
explain its reasoning~

(1) It will have a dynamic trace mode which provides background infor-
mat-ion at each decision point.

(2) It will have an interrogation facility which allows the user to
determine the computational state at selected points in the
processing.

The specific commands to be provided are these:

1. Initialize-Synthesizer will initialize the Synthesizer program and COMMON
blocks used for communication, and will then cause loading of the synthesis
grammar and constraint definitions from which test programs are to be generated.
This coninand need be executed only once during a session , but mus t be given
before any other command.
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2. Synthesize will cause root node constraints to be loaded and Synthesizer
program execution to begin. It as also expected that thi s command can be used
to cause incremental changes to the synthesis grammar and/or constraint
definitions to likewise be loaded.

3. Trace commands , similar to those that are used with the SEMANOL(76)
Execu ter to a l low sema ntic def ini tions to be traced , wi l l  al low the user to
observe Synthesizer program behavior. These commands will permit selective
trace control to be appl ied to syntax class names of the synthesis grammar,
thus makin g the trace ou tput es pecia l l y mean ingful . The trace of the propose d
constrained backtrack synthesis algorithm would include the fol lowing :

(1) At each call of CBS-EXPAND-NEXT-NODE :

• Print the invocation level number.

• Print the partial tree input argument, indicating what node
constraints are associated with each unexpanded node.

• Print a pointer to the node selected for expansion (the current-
node).

(2)  For eac h case that is rejected , prin t the reason (e.g., that the
search l imit was exceeded or the node constraint which evaluates

to #FALSE).

(3) At each return from CBS-EXPAND-NEXT-NODE :

• Print the wel number.

• Print the result (either a complete tree or a scapegoat node
identifier).

• In the backup case , ind icate which intelligent backup heuristics
were used to select the scapegoa t node .

4. Breakpoint commands will give the user the abilit y to interrupt Synthesizer

program execution in order to determine the program ’s curren t internal state .
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It is expected that the user wil l have the ability to specify conditional
breakpoints applicable upon entry to , and return from, CBS-EXPAND—NEXT-NODE .
Generall y, It appears that breakpoints can be established at any point at
which tracing output can be generated. While breakpoints can be set and
reset at wil l, no ability to change the computat ional state otherwise will
be given the user; breakpoints are meant to largely yield an opportunity to
use the display commands.

5. Display commands will be- available to the user at Synthesizer program
termination or at a program break. At either point, the user may cause to be
displayed such things as:

(1) The current level number.

(2) The current partial tree, or parts of it , incl uding the constraints

associated with each expanded node.

(3) The current node, POSSIBLE-CASE-LIST , PARTIAL-EVAL-RESULT-LIST , and

other data structures that are fundamental to the operation of the
Synthesizer program.

(4) The past history of expanded nodes , showing any cases that were

rejected and the reasons for their rejection. This facility may
pose difficult Implementation problems , so Its inclusion is less

certa in than that of the other display options.

It is felt that this type of interface will support Synthesizer program
development effectively.
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4.2 The Anal yzer

‘4

The abject of each execution of the Analyzer is to produce syntactic
root node constraints , supporting constraint definitions , and a synthesis
grammar; from these , the Synthesizer will produce a specifi c test program.
While these produced elements are entirely syntactic in nature , they must

be adequate to cause the Synthesizer to generate semantically legitima te
programs . In addition , some test programs will be constructed that rely on
input during execution ; for these programs , the Analyzer will also produce
constraints that must be satisfi ed by the input to the programs . However,
these constraints are not presentl y meant for the Synthesizer , since the

Synthesizer does not generate test program input data but , ins tead , must
be used in manual input data prepa ration.

The Analyzer is given , as input , the criterion which the fi nal test
program is to satisfy . This criterion is phrased in terms of the SEMANOL
specifi cation of the object language , which is the other input gi ven to the
Analyzer. For exampl e, one plausibl e criterion woul d be “exercise case 1
of goto-successor ” . That is , when executing the test program using the
SEMANOL specifi cation and the SEMANOL programming system , the flow of control
must go through the fi rst case of the SEMANOL semanti c definition “goto-
successor ” . This is a semantic cri terion; it is defined in terms of the
execution history of the desired test program . It is the job of the Analyzer ,
then , to translate such semantic conditions to purel y syntactic conditions .

One technique to be used depends upon the concept of subsetting the
set of semantic modul es (i.e., #DF’s, #PROC-DF’s, and the #CONTROL-COMMANDS
section) of the SEMAMOL metaprogram. This activity woul d be performed by
the user of the Analyzer , and woul d (by convention) obey a proper nesting
rule;if any two subsets have any modul e in commo n, then all the modules
of one are also in the other. Then the selected subsets can be used to form
a relevant part of the metaprogram for a particul ar Analyzer run. In this

scheme , the relevant part , rather than the entire SEMANOL metaprogram , is
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given to the Analyzer. Unlike the full vnetaprogram , which always has a
unique execution entry point , the 1/CONTROL-COMMANDS section , a relevant
part does not necessarily have a unique execution entry point . Thus it is
necessary for the user to designate such an entry module. While the
Analyzer design is relatively unaffected by whether or not subsett ing is
provided , subsetting does appear likely to make the Analyzer better abl e
to produce good constraints . It is a hel pful technique , especially at
this early stage of development .

The design proposed here for the Analyzer was most strongly infl uenced
by the work done on the Synthesizer program. For exampl e , the basic
structure of the Analyzer refl ects quite faithfully the structure of the
Synthesizer. The Analyzer also bears strong resemblance to several other
proposed and impl emented facilities for program testing. Among these are
the SELECT system of SRI [Boyer et al 1975], the EFFIGY system of IBM
[King 1976], Howden ’s DISSECT system [Howden 1977], the ATUG system of
TRW for NASA/Johnson Space Center [Hoffman 1976]., the RXVP system of
General Research Corporation [Miller et al 1975], and Clarke ’s (unnamed)
system [Clarke 1976]. A related approach of interest is reported in
[Huang 1975] .

The Analyzer design shares with all these systems the notion of path
generation . However, a un ique  scheme was developed here for generating
paths covering an i ncomplete , user specifi ed, list of el ements in the (meta)
program , where the el ements may exist in separate subprogram units which
may call each other recursi vely. Some systems, such as SELECT and EFFIGY ,
allow paths incl uding recurs i ve invocations of subprograms, but such
paths must either be completel y determi ned by the user or exhaustively ‘

enumerated (up to some loop limit). Other systems, suc h as DISSECT , allow
automated path compl etion of partially speci fied paths but only in the
context of singl e program units . Researchers at the University of Colorado
have extended path completion to mul tipl e subprograms , but not recursivel y
callabl e subprograms [Gabow et al 1976] .
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The Anal yzer design also shares with all of these systems (except
AT OG), the idea of developing a set of relations on the input variables
sufficient to cause the generated path to be followed by the executing progra m
(in our case , the metaprogram). Along wi th SELECT , E F F I G Y , DISSECT and

Clarke ’s system , the Analyzer rel i es heavily upon the use of symbolic
execution to deduce the appropriate input relations . It was attempted
here to extend the domain of the input variabl es from numeri c val ues (as
required in all the above systems ) to the highly structured strings which
constitute computer programs . The consequences of these extensions upon
the Anal yzer (especially with regard to symbolic execution) were partially,
but not completely, determi ned .

Some systems , such as SELECT and Clarke ’s system , share with the
Synthesizer (discussed earlier), the notion of resolving the relations on
the input variables to produce particular instances of test data . Here,
the extension of the domain of interes t to include programs had the grea tes t
effect, in that the Synthesizer design differs radically from the solvers
used by Boyer , et al , and Clarke.

The discussion that follows deals exclusively with that part of the
Analyzer algorithm that is devoted to fi nding a legitimate execution path
through the SEMANOL metaprogram . This emphasis largel y refl ects the
nature of the technical difficulties , as wel l as the focus of our research ;
it also refl ects our belief that the other parts of the total Analyzer
design are adequately presented in Section 3 of this report. This discussion
assumes that the synthesis gramma r is essentially identical with the
1/CONTEXT- FREE-SYNTAX section of a given SEMANOL metaprogram; no consideration
is given to transfo rmations that mi ght be made to hel p the Synthesizer.

The Analyzer Algorithm for Path Generation

The proposed path finding algorithm for the Analyzer is essentially
recursive and simi lar in many ways to that developed for the Synthesizer.
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The top level control procedure woul d guide this process by:
‘4

1. Constructing a partial path tha t consists only of an Invocation
node for the entry module.

2. Associating the path cri terion , in the form of path coverage
- 

1 constra ints , with that node .

3. InitialIzing the symbolic state .

4. Calling a recurs ive procedure , EXTEND-PARTIAL-PATH, to initiate
a step-by-step effort to construct a suitable execution path
from the current partial path .

5. Receiving a return of control from EXTEND-PARTIAL-PATH only
after a successful execution path has been found or the
procedure gives up in failure .

It is thus left to EXTEND-PARTIAL-PATH to find a sol ution .

A description of EXTEND- PARTIAL-PATH is given in Figure 8. It can
be seen there that the algorithm fi rst tests to determine if the target
path it has been given is compl ete or not; for if the path is complete ,
then a solution has j ust been found and the returned COMPLETE PATH FOUND
value will cause the recursion to be unwound. A complete path is defi ned
to be a path in which all modul e invocations have been expanded . If the
path Is not yet complete , an (unexpanded) modul e i nvocation node -Is
sel ected , and a path through that module (which Is so far untried) is
selected and used to expand the selected module invocation . The path to
be used in the expansion Is tested to see that it meets a limi t
constraint. The node expansion step is accompanied by the rewriting of
path constraints and by the updating of the symbolic execution state .
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This expansion is then tested to see that -it meets the path coverage constraints
and that it does not create an Inconsistent symbolic state . If either
condition is violated , this particular expansion is undone and the next
s uccessive path option is tried in Its stead . If all path expansion
options for this module have been tried or the limit exceeded , backup to

— a prior decision point (i.e., the prior invocation of EXTEND-PARTIAL- PATH)
is made and another subpa th tried. The various elements of this procedure

- 

- 

- are considered In more detail in what fol lows .

It shoul d be noted that a limit on path length is imposed in order
that the algorithm can be assured of termi nation (we also are only interes ted
in relatively short execution paths for compiler tes t programs). This may
exclude some paths from discovery but , if the limi t is adequatel y high , shoul d

not prevent the al gorithm from finding acceptable solution paths .

Path Coverage Constraints

Path covera ge constraints are a way of relating the original path
criterion to the current partial pa th . Whenever a covera ge constra int
resolves to true , the original path criterion has been satisfi ed by the
partial path , and whatever remains to be expanded to complete the path - -

is unconstrained by the ori ginal path criterion . Whenever a coverage
constra i nt resol ves to false , the ori ginal path criterion has been proved
unsatisfiable for any possible extension of the current partial path .
Since the use of path coverage constraints is so vital to the al gorithm ,
they are discussed in detail fi rst.

A par t ia l  goal of the Analyzer is to fi nd an execution path that
covers designated structural elements of a SEMANOL metaprogram in a given
order. This means that a solution path will include nodes that correspond to
these structural el ement goals. The goals do not refer directly to nodes - 

-

in the execution path , but only to instances of activation of the
des i gnated structural elements . Thus the position of a node in the
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execution path and the structura l element to which it corresponds are
both important. These two characteristics of a node will be denoted by a
two pa rt identifier in this discussion; this form is (i:t), where i identifi es
its position in the execution path and t identifies the metaprogram
structural el ement to which the node corresponds . The goals for the
Analyzer are thus given as <t1, t2, ..., ti.,>; i.e., as a list of structural
elements to be acti vated . A list of path goals applied to a node will be
denoted by <t1, t2,..., t,~> (i:t); this list of path coverage goals , combined
with the sing le path node to which they apply, is called a primary constraint.
A (path coverage constraint) term is then defi ned to be a conjunction of
primary censtrairts , and a (path coverage constraint) expression is defined
to be a disjunction of terms .

The initial path coverage constraint is just the given path criterion
app lied to the singl e invocation node that is the initial partial path .
It has the meaning that the goal in expanding this node is to provide a - 

-

path that covers , in order , nodes labeled with the designated structural
el ement identifiers . Any module path expansion for this node which
precludes attainment of that goal will be considered inconsistent with that
coverage constraint , and that path will be discarded as soon as the i ncon-
sistency is detected .

When an invocation node is replaced by its newly chosen modul e path ,
the coverage constraint must be rewritten to elimi nate any prima ry constraints
which apply to the i nvocation noae , repl acing each of them with a coverage
constraint expression containing new pri ma ry constraints applied to nodes
of the newly expanded subpa th . Thus a particular allocation of <a1, a2, ...,

(k:ak) woul d be wri tten <a 1 > (kl:akl) and <a2> (k2:ak?) and ...and
(kj :akj ) where the (ki:aki) are nodes , i n  order , in the newly chosen

— modul e path for invocation node (k:ak).
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This rewriting must have the effect of preserving the requi rements of the

‘4 origi nal coverage constraint. Therefore , the replacement expression for
each primary constraint mus t , in effect , represent all the possible allo-
cations of the goals of the replaced node to the newly created subpath nodes .

Some new subexpress-ions created when rewriting takes place may be
simpl ified by observing that they are resolvable to either true or false.
In particular , prima ry constraints of the form <ak> (k :ak ) always resolve
to true, since their meaning is that a node labelled ak must be visited at
least once on the subpath consisting of this node labelled ak. Some prima ry
constraints , <ai> (k:ak), resolve to false because they have one of two
properties : (1) (k:ak ) is a termi nal node (that is , not a module invocation
node) and ak is not the same label as ai or (2) (k:ak) is a non—te rminal
module invocation node and the module it involves can be shown , v-ia static
call graph analysis , to be unable to reach the modul e containing the node
labelled ai. In the more general case , < ...ai... > (k:ak) is false by case
(2) if the modul e invoked by (k:ak) cannot statically reach all of the
modules containing the ai (all of which are distinct from that of ak ) .
Finally some pri mary constraints are unresolvable . Thes e have the fo rm
< ...ai...> (k :ak) , where the module invoked by (k:ak) can stati cally reach
(or is identically) each of the modul es containing the ai , but it is not
yet known whether all the subgoals can be reached in their proper order.

Primary constraints which are tautologi cally true are said to be
consistent; those which are tautologically false are i nconsistent; those
which are unresolved are possibly consistent. Thus each prima ry constraint
reflects in its form the allocation of (sub) goals to a particular partial
path node , and in its resol ution the prognosis for the nodes ability to
satisfy the goal . Note that it will sometimes be possibl e to simplify
the resul t expressions by using tautologies such as true and exp exp,
false or exp exp, etc.
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If a node expansion results in a rewri tten coverage constraint expression
which resolves to false , the module path just expanded is i nconsistent with

‘4 the prior node coverage constraint , and hence with the initial coverage
constraint. This only occurs when there are no consistent or possibly
consistent allocations for the new subpath ; furthermore , the failure to
find consistent allocations renders the entire new coverage constraint
expression i nconsistent. In this case , the expansion of the subpath must
be revoked and a new one tried. If a node expansion resul ts in more than
one possibly consistent allocation of goals , the new covera ge constraint
will be expressed as a disjunction of terms , each term being a conj unction
of primary constraints .

Since SEMANOL allows recursion among metaprogram modul es, the size of
the complete coverage constraint can grow monstrously (as is comrron among
symbolic processors [Moses 1971’). Fortunately, there is a simpl e heuristic
which can cut this growth . The heuristic deletes any new term obtained
from the old by replacement of one argument node with another of the same
type (i.e., with the same label). The effect of this heuristic is to i gno re
recursions that make no progress toward satisfying the coverage constraint.
An added benefi t of applying this heuristic is that the reduced coverage
constraint is also more usefu l to the node selection and path sel ection
heuristics than is the ori ginal version .

In summa ry, each revised coverage constraint is kept in a disjunctive normal
form , wi th each term of the disjunction corresponding to a particular
allocation of node coverage goals which , as a whole , is possibly consistent
with the current partial path (since its primary constraints are). Those
terms which have become i nconsistent at any point are deleted by the
simpl i fi cations used; such terms are rendered i nconsistent by the
i nconsistency of (one of) their prima ry constraints . Whenever a term becomes
consistent (because all its primary constraints have become consistent and
thus resolve to true), the term , and hence the entire node coverage constraint ,
resolves to true and no further coverage requirements are posed on yet- -co-
be-made partial path expansions . Whenever all terms become inconsistent
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the enti re coverage constraint simpl i fies to false; this is sufficient to
backup tne partial path construction process .

‘4

Node Selection

In the EXTEND-PARTIAL-PATH proce dure , a selection is made of the next

invocation node to be expanded. Associated with that node is a module flow-

graph , encoding implicitly the possible subpaths through the invoked module.
Once the invocation node has been selected , an attempt will be made to find

some subpath which does not negate the path coverage constraint. If no such

subpath can be found , both the invocation node choice and the prior subpath
choice (for the prior invocation node) are rejected ; they have been proved

incapable of leading to a satisfactory solution path. To indicate this
rejection , the current invocation of the EXTEND-PARTIAL-PATH procedure

returns wi th the signal BACKUP REQUIRED.

There are several principles , outlined in the discussion of node
selection for the Synthesi7er , which are generally appl i cable to back-
tracking algorithms such as this one. The most genera l princip le is to
make as few mi stakes (i.e ., choices requiring later backups) as possible.
A second is to discover such errors as soon as possible so as to minimize
the cost of backup.

One of the tools we have to hel p avoid mistakes , and to discover
mistakes as soon as possible , is the path coverage constraint. At any
point in partial path expansion , the (rewritten) coverage constraint is an
expression of the aspects of the origina l node covera ge criterion that have
not yet been resolved by prior decisions (which have produced the current
partial path). Thus the coverage constraints can provide hints as to the
best future decisions to make in either of the two primary states of the
al gorithm: (1) the incomplete success state , in which the partial path can
be extended to a complete path satisfying the ori ginal criterion , or (2)
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the undetec ted f a i l u r e  s t a t e , i n  which the partial path cannot be satis-
factorily extended , but that fact has not yet been proved .

The heuristics developed for node selection are given with regard to
the degree of a primary constraint or a coverage constraint term . The degree
of a primary constraint is defi ned to be the number of node labels in the
goal list portion of the prima ry constraint , while the degree of a constraint
term is the maximum of the degrees of its primary constraints . Thus the
degree of term t1 :1<a ,b> (n 1) and <c> (n 3)] is 2 , whereas the degree of
term t

2
: [<a> (n 1) and <b> (n 2 ) and <c> (n 3)lis 1 . The notion of degree

can be combined with another measure of term compl exity , the number of primary
constraints in the term , to def i ne a partial ordering of terms . Of particular
interest is the notion of a minimal-degree term ; a term of a coverage constraint
expression is of minimal-degree if there is no other term of lower degree ,
and if there is no other term of the same degree which has fewer primary
constraints . ( iven  these definitions , some heuristics for invocation node
sel ection can be presented concisel y.

The principa l heuristic is to always sel ect an invocation node for
expansion which is mentioned somewhere in the path coverage constraint
exp re s s ion  ( un less , of course , it has already resolved to true). If the
algori thm is in the incompl ete success state , expanding nodes in the
coverage  constraint fi rst will hel p find the successful subpaths through
the constra ined portion of the pa rtial path , al lowing the unconstrained
expansion of the remaining parts of the path to proceed with less overhead.
The real savings accrues , however , when the  al gorithm is in the undetected
fai lure state . In this state , expanding nodes extraneous to the coverage
constraints is extremely costly for two re lated reasons: (1) the discovery
of the failure is postponed , since the constrained nodes are the only source

of detection , and (2) once the discovery is made , all possibl e expansions
of the i rrelevant nodes will be attempted before the backup will finall y
retract the culprit decision . These observations strongly support using
path coverage constraints to govern invocation node se lection. A l s o  note
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that this heuristic interacts with the recursion limiting heuristic described
earlier in a way that prohibits non-progressive recursion ; this is a valua ble
benefit of this heuristic.

A particularly useful refinement is given in the following heuristic:
select a node from a highest degree primary constraint in a term of minimal—
degree. This heuristic is based upon a strategy of reducing the degree of
the minimal -degree terms until terms of degree one are obtained. And it
does tend to drive a minimal -degree terni to degree one , s ince subgoa l
allocation to the nodes of the new subpath will tend to cause replacement
of the highest degree primary constraint with new primary constraints of
lower degree. The advantages of obtaining a degree one term are substantial .
In a degree one term , every primary constraint has exactly one goal node label .
Since each primary constraint exists if and only if it is possibly consistent ,
there is a statically determined path from the argument of the primary
constraint to an instance of its goal . Thus each goal node has been proved
reachable from unexpanded nodes in the partial path . If each such goal node
is on a path which also returns properly, the search for a complete satis-
factory path will succeed ; furthermore, success will be obtained by syste-
matically expanding each of the nodes in the degree one term to a path
satisfying its degree one goal .

The probability is very high that each such goal node is on a path
which returns properly, and therefore that this heuristic will expedite
the successful attainment of a complete satisfactory path. Indeed , the
only way this can fail is that every goal node on all possible (complete)
subpaths to be (ultimately) generated for the invocation node has the
additional property that its subpath terminates in the computation of #ERROR
or #STOP and therefore does not return . This is extremely unlikely. Finally,
the heuristic also tends to resolve shorter degree one terms before longer
ones , since the amount of work required is presumably less for the shorter
terms .
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Since this heuristic does not completely determine invocation node
selection , some additional refinements may be in order. When severa l nodes

‘4 appear to be equally desirable , it may be useful to choose a most-constrained
node. There are several measures of the extent to which nodes are constrained .
One measure is the number of terms in which the node is mentioned ; another
is the cumulative degree of the primary constraints mentioning the node.
The ultimate value of using these refinements is unclear.

Module Path Selection

Once an invocation node has been selected for expansion , successive

subpaths through the invoked module are generated as replacements for the
selected invocation node. The sub paths used for this replacement are
formed from the flow graph for the invoked module. A flow graph for a
SEMANOL metaprogram module is a collection of nodes and directed arcs.
The nodes reflect the specification of computational events , w h i l e  the

arcs reflect the specification of transitions between these computational
events. Al l  functiona l definitions (#DF ’ s) have a coni~ion fl ow graph
structure refl ecting each of the possible case selections. Procedural
definitions (#PROC-DF ’ s) and the #CONTROL-COMMANDS section have more
general structure . Any of these may induce loops in the flow graph
because all may contain iterator constructs.

These fl ow graphs are then used in the generation of subpaths , with the
objective of generating subpaths in an order that can lead to expeditious
success. Thus the generation should favor subpaths that reduce the degree
of coverage constraints , and so liberally distribute the coverage goals
of the invocation node to as many subpath nodes as possible. Conversel y,
subpaths which allow no allocation of subgoals to the new nodes are generally
not to be preferred . This property is statically determinabl e from the call
graph and , therefore , is reasonably inexpensive to confirm . Hence a
particular heuristic of value is to postpone generating any such subpaths ,
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and to generate them only If more optimisti c subpaths have proven fruitl ess.
Note that these paths cannot be I gnored , because the eventual solutions

‘4 for a particular criterion may all contain such modul e subpa ths somewhere
in the compl ete path . Also note that , i n  cer ta in  cases , the decision to
defer such non-progressive cases may produce larger than necessary programs .
Finally, this heuristic may be more appropriate for certain rel evant parts
of the metaprogram than for others . Despite these uncertainties , our

— initial experimentation suggests that this is a productive heuristic.

The desired generation order can be realized by a modi fication of a
monotonic path generation algori thm that uses conventional breadth-first
graph search techniques (e.g., [Nilsson 1971]). The modification is to
replace the partial path queue with a priority queue in which non—progressive
pa ths are placed on a low priority portion of the queue rather than being
generated immediately. A generalization of this approach can be obtai ned
by more completely ranking the possibl e paths according to their ability to
distribute coverage sub goals among their component nodes . There are several
probl ems here , all having to do with the cost of such generality . First ,
the set of paths to be ranked may be very large . Second , the ranking
procedure may requi re the use of the subgoal allocation phase of the coverage
constraint rewriting algorithm to produce the measures of progressivenes s
used for the ranking.

For example , one such measure is the maximum degree of the suballocation
terms as rewri tten from the prima ry constraint of the selected invocation
node . The subpaths woul d be ranked inversely with respect to this measure ;
the higher the maximum degree for a subpath , the l ower the subpa th ’s priori ty
wou ld be. Another measure is the minimum degree of the suballoca tion terms ;
here the subpaths woul d be ranked directl y with respect to the measure .
This measure most closely supports the strategy , but Is also the most costly
to compute . Observe that this is, in effect , a form of lookahead.
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Rather than ranking all limit -satisfying subpaths , it is also
possibl e to enumerate subpa ths in monotonic order until a subpath of pre-

‘4 
calculated maximum ranking is obta i ned . This preferred subpath woul d then
be generated and , i f  i t  s u f f i c e d , none of the longer subpa ths woul d have
to be ranked . The subpath acceptance level can also be relaxed to suboptima l1
to precipitate shorter ranking lists . Ultimately, the relaxation
may reduce this heuristic to the easil y computabl e heuristic of delaying
non-progressive subpaths , presented fi rst.

Symbolic Execution

Not only is it necessary that an interpretation path cover the
Criterion nodes , it is also requi red that the path refl ect the correct
execution of a correctly fo rmed object language program. Any path generation
algorithm which only considers the coverage requirement will generally
fail to produce a path satisfyi ng the legality property .

There are two types of illegality which can arise: syntactic and semantic.
Some obj ect language programs , al though syntactically correct, are semantically
erroneous . For examp le , a BASIC program whose fi rst executable statement
is a RETURN statement is syntactically acceptabl e , even in the context—
sensit ive sense. However , it is semantically erroneous , since no prior
GOSUB statement has been executed to establish the BASIC statement which is
to receive contro l after execution of the RETURN . If the pa th generation
algorithm produces a path impl ying such a s emantic error in the object
language program , the  al gorithm wil l produce constraints for a test
program that may be semantically illegal .

A path which is not syntactically legal cannot lead to the synthesis
of a wel l forme d program. Note that context-sensitive syntactic restrictions
are generally not at issue here (so long as the metaprogram is well formed).
Rather , the issue is one of path consistency . For instance , some computational
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events represented in the path may occur only if the first executable state-
ment in the corresponding object language program Is an assignment statement,

‘4 whereas other computational events represented elsewhere in the path may
occur only if the first executable statement is a print statement. Since
the fi rst executable statement is unique (fo r a given execution of a
particular program , at least), there is a syntactic inconsistency in the
path .

Syntactically illegal paths lead to contradicto ry root node constraints .
There fo re, the Synthesizer will be unable to genera te test programs for
them . Syntactically legal , but semantically illegal, paths lead to consistent
root node constraints , and thus wel l formed test programs can be synthesized.
It is possible to organize the system so that the Analyzer is not burdened
wi th the task of producing legal paths, as well as cover ing paths. In suc h an
organization , illegal paths would ul timately be detected by the Synthesizer
(if they were syntactically illegal) or by the instrumented SEMANOL
Interpreter (if they were semantically illegal). The detections made
woul d be trans formed into revisions of the node coverage cri terion , and the
Analyzer woul d try again. The cyclica l organization has two problems :
(1) it appears to be grossly inefficient and (2) it is by no means clear
how to deduce revisions to the cri terion from the error detections .

For these reasons , and because we could see how to guarantee consistent
paths incrementally, it was decided to design the Analyzer so as to insure
consistency . It is recognized that the cost of generating a sing le path
is grea tly increased by the methods thereby used .

The Analyzer uses symbolic execution (e.g., [KIng 1976]) as the basis
of excl uding illegal paths . The execution of a metaprogram is symbolic if ,
in  place of candida te test program strings , a symbolic value Is used as the
valu e of #GIVEN—PROGRAM and , instead of an actual input string, a symbolic
value Is used as the value of #INPUT . The symbolic values are used in
the static mathematical sense to represent some unknown yet fixed value .
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The resul t of metaprogram operations on symbolic da ta is a new symbolic
datum reflecting the transformations performed by the operations . For
exampl e, if A is associated with symbolic value “ALPHA ” and B with “BETA ”,
then evaluation of A + B produces the symbolic value “ALPHA + BETA ” .
Symbolic evaluation may involve extensive algebraic simpl i fication: for
instance , A + B — A mi ght evaluate to “BETA ” ra ther  than  “ALPHA + BETA -

ALPHA .”

The resul ts of symbolic execution are recorded in the symbolic execution
state that is maintained by the Analyzer. The symbolic execution state
conta i ns properties of paths that bear upon their legality , and it is revised
as new subpaths are generated . The symbolic execution state thus conta ins
information that is related to conditional decisions implied by the path
that is being generated. When a conditional decision node in a flow graph
is expanded and made part of the generated subpath , a path choice is
necessarily made . The generated arc on the expanded execution path corres-
ponds to evaluating the semantic boolean expression that caused this flow
choice to be made ; thus its symbolic value expresses a requirement upon the
symbolic variabl es . This requirement , called a partial path condition , is
recorded in the symbolic execution state .

When a semantic definition wi th parameters is invoked , a new unique
symbolic val ue (called a symbolic designator) is associated with each formal
pa rameter; this symbolic designato r stands for the val ue of the forma l
parameter for the particular invocation. The symbolic va lue of the actual
parameter is bound to the unique symbolic designato r of the forma l parameter
in a step much like assignment . Successive values of metaprograi-r global  

—

variables are also represented by symbolic designators , bound to symbolic
values . These relationships are also recorded in the symbolic state .

)
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The symbolic execution state is checked for consistency as new subpaths
are generated . That is , if the expansion of the new subpath has created

‘4 a property of the state which demonstrably cannot hold sImultaneously with
some other property of the state, then the subpath is rejected, and
another must be tried. For exampl e, if the pa rtial path establishes that,
at the point of an invocation mode , the current statement is an <assignment-
statement> , then any subpath wh i ch is expanded for the i nvoked module must
be consistent wi th that property . For instance , it must not impl y that the
current statement is a <print-statement> at the beginning of the subpa th.

The symbolic execution state and its incremental maintenance constitutes
a simulation of the operation of the SEMANOL metaprogram upon the impl ied
test case. Since the test case is implied incompletely by any i ncompl ete
pa rtial path , such a simulation is incompl ete for any such path .
The consistency check upon the incrementa l state is a way of answering the
question : could the execution of a compl etely determined test case really
proceed in this way?

The structure of the symbolic execution state is thus closel y
related to the structure of the states of the metaprogram as it progressively
interprets the ( goal ) test case. There are, however , major di fferences:

1. The actual states of the metaprogram will proceed in linear
order of execution time , and each state records every aspect of prior
states needed for future transitions ; thus prior states are discarded.
The symbolic execution state is not maintained in the order of
execution time . Certain parts of the path may wel l be compl etely
determined while temporal predecessor portions remain unexpanded .
Therefore all temporally prior substates need to be kept as they
exist , and the current substate for the j ust expanded subpath may
depend upon incompletely elaborated prior substates .
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2. The actual states of the metaproqram will record onl y info rmation

‘4 
pertaining to the precise structure of the ( goal) test program
(and its input) . Since the goal test program is qenerally not
completel y determined during path generation , a symbolic representation
of it must be used .

3. Consistency of the actual execution state is gua ranteed; consistency
for the symbolic execution state mus t be demonstrated.

The symbolic execution state actually records the successive va lues
to be assumed by the g lobal variables in the metaprogram , and the relation-
ships (recorded in partial path conditions ) among those va l ues as implied
by the decision arcs exp licitly known in the partial path . The symbolic
execution state is kept in an incremental fo rm, so that additions refl ec t-
ing newly expanded suopaths can be easily erased if the subpath selection
is revoked due to backup .

It is possible that it cannot be determi ned whether or not a pa rticular
subpath induces an inconsistent state . This occurs when a metaprogram
variable is referenced in a metaprogram expression corresponding to part
of a newly expanded subpath , where that variable has never been assigned
a value . If the prefi x of the newl y expanded subpath is compl ete , th i s

is determinate : it is an erro r condition sufficient to reject the subpath .
If the prefi x conta ins unexpanded invocation nodes , ho~iever , it may be
possibl e to expand one of those nodes to establish the required precondition.
In  th i s  case , a set / used analysis of SEMANOL global variables may be used
to establish new path coverage constraint expressions to be applied to
those particular invocation nodes which can reach nodes which set the
used variable . This set /used anal ysis woul d be a static determination ,
and m i g ht be as simpl e as marking each node in which a variable appears
on the left (or right) hand side of an assi gnment.
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Observations On The Analyzer

The foregoing presentation has generally ignored the question of
how input data might be generated for test programs . In the SEMANOL
metaprogram, info rmation that is to be read (i.e., that is not part of the
program text itself) is associated with the SEMANOL #INPUT variable.
In the path generation phase of the Analyzer , path conditions may then
be generated that impose requirements (i.e., constraints ) upon the #INPUT
string. The question is how best to construct an input string that meets
these constraints .

One option is to collect the #INPtJT-related constraints , which may
include expressions dealing with both the input string and the program,

— and to present these to the user for solution . This appears to be a
reasonabl e approach , as the #INPIJT-re lated constraints shoul d be rather
simpl e for test programs created by the Analyzer. Thus a user can easily
produce a sati sfactory input string, whereas automated methods mi ght need
to labor long to devise a sol ution. In the case of purel y numeric input
val ues , linear programming or conjugate gradient algorithms as used in
[Clarke 1976] and [Boyer et al 1975] are candidate automation methods .
However , the inclusion of any such mechanism in the Analyzer is clearly a
major task , and one that was fel t inappropriate to consider at this stage
o f develo pmen t.

Now it is possible for the Synthesizer to be conveniently used in
generating the input string, provided the SEMANOL metaprogram defii,ing
the language under test is written so as to incl ude a grammar for the
#INPUT variabl e (as TRW ’s specifi cation of BASIC does). The syntactic
structure of the input string is thus expressed in a manner that is directl y
usable by the Synthesizer , and the constraints i mposed on the input in
order to insure legi timate paths are likewise formulated tn a convenient
form for the Synthesizer. Thus proper organization of the SEMANOL
metaprogram can largely make input data generation solvable by the methods
already developed; it need not be treated as a separate design probl em .
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We feel this can often be a good way to approach this problem .

‘4 We were also prompted to consider input generation in a limi ted
way in this proj ect because some programming languages , such as JOVIAL
(J73), lack input operators to be tested; thus other factors warranted
greater attention . At the present time , it woul d seem most reasonable to
leave input generation to the user , wi th Analyzer support , and worry about
automation of this aspect after a prototype Analyzer impl ementation has
succeeded .

It has been said before in this report that the user will need to
collaborate with the Analyzer. The reason for this is that some problems
are easily solv ed by a user , but are very hard to solve , or perhaps cannot
be sol ved at all , by computer programs; thus user assistance tends to create
a workable system , and to simplify impl ementation so that  a prototype
sys tem can be developed with a reasonabl e effort . Unsolved problems for
the designer necessaril y are left for the user , regardl ess of difficul ty .
It is thought that SEMANOL nietaprogram s ubsetting (or pa rtitioning) provides
a convenient way in which to introduce the user interface . This approach
does depend upon the modulari ty of the S EMANOL metaprogram , in particular ,
for its effective operation , upon the limi ted communication channels that
exist between modules , and upon the use of simpl e control flow and data
structures . The modules defining control fl ow semantics , e v a l u a t i o n

semantics , and storage modeling are obvious candida t~s well qualified
for the subsetting . The simpl e control fl ow and data structures simplify
consistency checking when only i nternal properties are involved , while
the limi ted communication channels ( i .e. , global variabl es and parameters )
simpl i fy the user i nterface .

- 

- Several changes to the path generation al gorithm are needed to support
this approach . The notion of a compl ete path must be revised to consider
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- paths complete when they include invocation nodes for modul es not in the
- 

‘4 relevant subset; such nodes cannot be expanded further. Symbolic
expression values then must allow for such unexpanded definition calls.
Consistency checking must be modified to distinguish between indetermI nate
cases that depend upon properti es resol vabl e wi thin the subset and those
resolvable only with user assistance ; In the latter situation, user

- 

‘- messages are generated . As sugges ted earlier , these modi fications to the
basic al gorithm appear suitabl e for any earl y Analyzer impl ementation.
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4.3 Test Effectiveness Measurement
‘4

Since a SEMANOL specifi cation is a program , it is reasonabl e to
cons i der app l ying the same test effectiveness measures to it that are
currentl y proposed for programs generally. In particular , the ideas of
measuring tes t effectiveness in terms of statement coverage , branches

taken , and paths executed were evaluated in relation to SEMANOL. While
SEMANOL is indeed a proqrami nq language , it is a rather special one
whose semantic # IJF’ s resemble LISP (i.e., Mccarthy ) conditionals and
whose syntactic #DF ’ s are similar to BNF notation; this special nature
is reflected in the choice of structura l element defin itions . For
syntactic i/OF ’ s , it seems natural to consider each case of each production
as a structural element. For the other statement types , the choice
depends upon the test measure invol ved and the measurement method to be
impl emented.

Several options were studied . One woul d deal with semantic i/OF’ s and

i/PROC-OF ’ s as structural el ements and measure effectiveness in terms of
el ement coverage . This method would require that the Translator generate
SIL code , of the fo rm element — name /ELMT MARK/OP , ahead of the code generated
for each structural el ement. The Executer would then be augmented to
process the MARK /OP by flagg ing the associated element as having been
executed. Upon concl usion of an Executer run , a list of those el ements
executed and those not executed could be generated . A refi nement of this
method ;oul d use a finer definition of structural el ements such that each
case of a semantic I/DF and each statement of a i/PROC-OF would be defi ned
as a structural el ement. The impl ementation of this more detailed method
would be much the same as alrea dy explained , but it would provide a
fo rm of test measurement in which one would have greater confi dence .
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A yet more sophisticated form of test effectiveness measure studied
deals with marking conditional branch choices made ; that Is , test
effectiveness is determined by whether the various control options at
each branch point are taken wi th a gi ven input set (e.g., that both the
true and false paths are executed for a simpl e IF statement). The code
that the Translator mus t generate here is similar to that shown previously,
except that it mus t precede and follow each conditional branch point. In
this case, the Executer will interpret the MARK / OP differently and will
count the number of times that it has been executed. Analysis of these
counts then allows the Executer to determi ne which branches have been
taken and which have not.

These methods all appear to provide useful measures, of increasing
validit y , that can be added to the SEMANOL Interpreter in a straightforward
manner. They are easily understood , since they are stated in terms of the
SEMANOL specification itsel f, and so can be effectively incorporated into
iterative procedures that involve analysis of test effectiveness resul ts.

It is also possibl e to consider applying the notion of coverage or
branch analysis to the SIL code generated , rather than at the source
l evel discussed earlier. The structura l elements in this case woul d
become the linear strings of SIL code appearing between branch points
(not each SIL element itsel f) and a MARK/OP woul d be interjected into
each structural element by the Translator and interpreted by the Executer
as explained . The impl ementation of this method in the SEMANOL Interpreter
presents no special probl ems , but the programmer analyzing this form
of test measurement output will have a more difficul t task since the data
Is expressed in terms of generated SIL code and not the source SEMANOL
code . Despite this , the method is thought to be worth further consideration.
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The case of syntax #DF’s does not present the problems that exist
with the semantic part of a SEMANOL descri ption. We presently envision
that test effectiveness for the grammar will be measured simply In
terms of syntactic case coverage . This can be accomplished without change
to the Translato r (i.e., without change to code generation) and wi th the

Executer modifications essentially being restricted to the #CONTEXT— FREE-
PARSE-TREE operator. As a program is parsed , the cases of syntactic

• #DF’s that appear In the resul ting parse tree are recorded and later output.
While this form of measurement is not totally satisfying, it appears
adequate for an automated procedure .

As can be seen , test effectiveness measurement was investi gated in
considerable detail ; various methods were studied and impl ementation
techniques thoroughly determi ned . This aspect of automated compiler test
case generation is on a sound basis.
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• 5. CONCLUSIONS

This project has attempted to find practical ways in which the
generation of compiler test cases could be increasingly automated . This
search has involved extensive investigation into related topi cs of AL
research in an effort to find techniques that mi ght be adaptable to this
specifi c purpose. A degree of borrowing and synthesis has taken place
(few ideas are altogether new), as has a great deal of i ndependent analysis
and algori thm design . The ideas of constraint propagation and partial
evaluation developed for the Synthesizer , as wel l as the i deas of path
coverage constraints and finding paths through recursi ve modules, developed
for the Analyzer , are new products of this project. This effort has led
to an improved understanding of automatic compiler test case generation ,
and in that unders tanding being embodied in a high -level design for the
computerized test generation system described in this report. This design
is somewhat uneven in its l evel of detail , but it is already sufficient
to serve as the basis for impl ementation of a semi-automatic system
that depends heavily upon manual constraint generation. A framework
for incremental impl ementation and experi mentation has thus been developed .

We woul d argue that prototype impl ementation will be needed to
determine the performance acceptability of the proposed Synthesizer , and
to what degree the potential Synthesizer improvements cited in this report
will be needed. Likewise , the various forms of the user interface can
only be appropriately developed through user experimentation with a prototype
test case generation system. The eventual quality of the test cases
produced by this design can only be satisfactorily decided after test cases
are actually produced. This is the type of product that cannot be adequately
defined a priori ; thus a prototype system, employing largely manual
analysis , ought to be impl emented from the design given in this report.
Further research into automa ted analysis is also recommended in the hope
that techniques supporting fuller automation can be found . Prototype

Impl ementation , together with continued research , can do much to advance
software science in this Important area of automated testing.
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